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Key Findings

▌ The Russian military action that began 24 February 2022 against Ukraine has cyber and information-warfare components.

▌ Residents in Ukraine, Belarus, and Russia have experienced disruptions of essential business and government services, including electricity, transportation, and payments services, and more disruptions will likely occur.

▌ Hacktivists sympathetic to Ukraine have targeted Russian entities.

▌ Russian ransomware operators have threatened to attack Western critical infrastructure and leak sensitive stolen data in retribution for perceived attacks on Russia.

▌ Entities in North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) countries should expect potential disruptive activity and information operations with the goal of eroding popular sentiment and political will aligning with support for Ukraine. Such activity could include criminal ransomware, hacktivist or other disruptive attacks against government or critical infrastructure in NATO countries by threat actors aligning themselves with one side of the conflict or the other.

▌ Economic sanctions that countries have imposed against Russia could trigger retaliatory cyber threat activities by actors aligning themselves with Russian state interests. The United States (US) White House has warned that increased Russian scanning of US and allied countries’ critical infrastructure indicates Russia’s government is “exploring the options” for retaliatory attacks.

▌ Numerous ransomware and distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks have occurred after countries imposed sanctions on Russia; however, in some cases, only circumstantial evidence ties these to the Russia-Ukraine conflict.

▌ Publicly known Russian state cyber threat activity in the first weeks of the invasion has been less intense than expected, likely for a variety of reasons ACTI explores below, including the resilience of Ukrainian defenses. However, organizations worldwide should remain vigilant for renewed Russian activity designed for maximum service disruption and psychological impact.
Summary

After a several-month military buildup on Ukraine’s borders, on 24 February 2022, Russian President Vladimir Putin sent Russian troops into Ukraine.1 The offensive’s cyber component has affected parties in multiple locations, including Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, NATO countries, and their allies, and has included familiar patterns of Russian state-sponsored activity, including espionage, disruption, and information operations. However, unpredictable new elements have emerged.

Both sides have recruited volunteer hacktivists to help them, and cyber criminals are increasingly taking one side or the other. The lines among state-sponsored threat actors, hacktivists, and criminals are blurring, leading to a chaotic situation with the potential for dangerous, unintended consequences. Each side seeks to control the information space, both via limiting Internet connectivity and information flows to each other and via cyber-enabled information operations.

Some ransomware, data leaks, and other disruptive activity affecting entities in other countries has occurred, with circumstantial evidence pointing to possible connections to the Russia-Ukraine conflict. In the first weeks of the war, known Russian state cyber threat activity has not reached the level many have expected; however, the potential remains for dramatic cyber attacks intended to demoralize Ukraine or countries supporting Ukraine.

This Global Incident Report is an update and continuation of the Global Incident Report dated April 1 which provided ongoing updates of cyber threat activity and connectivity-related issues affecting Ukraine and Russia as well as those affecting other countries along with information on pro-Ukrainian and pro-Russian hacktivist activity.

The updated report covers: incidents affecting entities in wind power, liquefied natural gas (LNG), and electricity distribution; new espionage campaigns; an allegedly hacktivist distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack on a US airport; hacktivist document leaks; updates on the Viasat hack; and government warnings and expert assessments about threats to critical infrastructure.

MITIGATIONS are available at the end of this report.

Analysis

Cyber-related Events Involving Ukraine, Russia and Belarus

Residents in Ukraine, Russia and Belarus have experienced communications disruptions that have at times affected other business and government services. These disruptions include likely state-sponsored disruptive and espionage activity, connectivity disruptions related to kinetic military activity, and ordinary criminal activity exploiting the crisis through phishing campaigns and other schemes.

On 9 March, Cisco Talos warned that threat actors were disguising credential-stealing malware as tools for pro-Ukrainian hacktivism.2

On 9 March, major Ukrainian provider Triolan, based in embattled Kharkiv, suffered a cyber attack when threat actors “reset the settings to the factory level,” as one source told Forbes. Another source said Triolan had also undergone a cyber attack on 24 February, the day Russia invaded Ukraine.3 On 15 March, Triolan reported that it was slowly restoring nodes in affected cities. For example, it had restored nodes in most neighborhoods of Kyiv and restored 629 out of 2,971 nodes in Kharkiv.4

On 10 March, CyberScoop detailed how criminals are posing as fundraisers for Ukraine to steal cryptocurrency.5

On 10 March, Doug Madory of connectivity research firm Kentik reported: “I was told by someone knowledgeable that there was a fiber cut between Kyiv and Fastiv at about 10:00 UTC today degrading a lot of service in/out of the country”.6

On 10-12 March, embattled Ukrainian cities, such as Sumy and Chernihiv, experienced periods of Internet outages. Internet Outage Detection and Analysis signals from the United States (US)-based Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis showed Ukraine-wide degradation of Internet access to about 70 percent.7

On 11-12 March, Ukraine’s Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-UA) reported on a phishing campaign with emails that purported to come from Ukrainian government sources and to contain cybersecurity information. However, the lure document links to a malicious website, forkscenter[.]fr, that downloads Cobalt Strike Beacon and the GrimPlant and GraphSteel backdoors. CERT-UA attributes this to a group it calls UAC-00568, which is also tracked as TA471, SaintBear, and Lorec53.9

On 11 March, Quad9, a provider that blocks domain name system lookups to known malicious sites, saw a tenfold increase in Ukrainian systems reaching out to malware command-and-control sites on 9 March.10

On 11 March, Data Center Knowledge described how Ukrainian communications technicians brave dangerous conditions to repair damaged equipment and run Internet cables to underground bomb shelters. Ukrainian intelligence services were relying on “chatbot, email, and secure messaging through WhatsApp, Telegram, and Signal” to learn of Russian troop movements.11

On 12 March, Ukrainian cybersecurity officials said they had developed a website, defenseua[.]com, containing resource information for Russian and Belarusian military who refuse to participate in the war.12
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On 13 March, NetBlocks reported on a “major Internet disruption” at a network in the Vinnytsia region in Ukraine, with a network staff member reporting a “massive cyber attack with elements of sabotage and theft” and that “a lot of expensive equipment was stolen”.\(^\text{13}\)

On 14 March, ESET reported the deployment of a new wiper called CaddyWiper on Ukrainian systems: “Similarly to HermeticWiper deployments, we observed CaddyWiper being deployed via GPO [Group Policy Object], indicating the attackers had prior control of the target’s network beforehand.” The malware avoids destroying data on domain controllers, probably to retain access.\(^\text{14}\)

On 14 March, CNN reported that Ukrainian Railways executives are relying on Soviet-era closed-circuit phone systems, as they coordinate efforts to keep the trains running. They use the Starlink satellite system that businessman Elon Musk provided, but only briefly because “the satellites make it easier for the enemy to pinpoint their location,” according to CNN.\(^\text{15}\)

On 15 March, the Security Service of Ukraine said it had detained an individual who was routing phone calls to facilitate mobile communications among the Russian forces in Ukraine. This suggests there are weaknesses in Russia’s secure military communications and might help explain why Russia has not destroyed Ukrainian communications infrastructure more thoroughly. The suspect also allegedly sent text messages to Ukrainian government employees, calling on them to side with Russia.\(^\text{16}\)

On 16 March, SentinelOne provided additional information on a campaign that CERT-UA reported earlier in which emails purporting to come from Ukrainian government sources and to contain cybersecurity information actually link to a malicious website, forkscenter[.]fr, that downloads Cobalt Strike Beacon and the GrimPlant and GraphSteel backdoors. SentinelOne discovered the group using a Python-compiled binary masquerading as a Ukrainian-language translation software, the launching of which leads to GrimPlant and GraphSteel infections. The group behind this, UAC-0056 (a.k.a. SaintBear, UNC2589, TA471), is “believed to be behind the WhisperGate activity in early January 2022,” SentinelOne said, although other analysts attribute the WhisperGate activity to a separate group, DEV-0586.\(^\text{17}\)

On 16 March, threat actors published on a Ukrainian tabloid website what media described as an artificial intelligence (AI)-generated “deepfake” video purporting to show Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky encouraging Ukrainians to surrender. On the same day, threat actors breached a Ukrainian TV news broadcast and showed similar demoralizing messages on the program’s news ticker. Ukrainian officials had warned two weeks ago that pro-Russian actors would likely attempt to create such false messaging.\(^\text{18}\)

In a 16 March briefing, Ukrainian cybersecurity official Viktor Zhora claimed that “enemy hackers” had conducted over 3,000 distributed denial of service (DDoS)
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attacks against Ukraine in the past month, with the one-day record being 275 and the most powerful exceeding 100 Gbps. Finance, government, and telecommunications organizations were the most-targeted sectors. Nevertheless, Ukrainian communications providers were coping with the attacks and providing services. Zhora also noted that mobile operators had introduced national roaming, which would allow Ukrainians a means of communication even if their own operators’ services were temporarily disrupted.\(^\text{19}\)

On 17 March, CERT-UA reported on a phishing campaign using “supply”-themed emails sent to Ukrainian government agencies and infecting victims’ computers with the modular malware SPECTR. CERT-UA attributes the campaign to the group UAC-0020 (a.k.a. Vermin), associated with (translated) “so-called security agencies of the so-called LNR [the separatist Luhansk ‘republic’],” according to CERT-UA.\(^\text{20}\)

On 17 March, Ukrainian cybersecurity officials warned users of a spam campaign involving text messages that claimed (translated): “You are credited with PB24 6500 cash assistance” and could infect a user’s phone if users clicked the provided link.\(^\text{21}\)

On 17 March, citing two US military officials, the New York Times reported that on one occasion, Ukrainians killed a Russian general after geolocating him based on a conversation he had on an unsecured phone.\(^\text{22}\)

On 17 March, CERT-UA discovered lure documents in the form of ZIP archives with titles purportedly warning about a dangerous virus. When activated, the malware runs the wiper program DoubleZero. CERT-UA tracks the group behind these ZIP files as UAC-0088.\(^\text{23}\)

* On 24 March, Cisco Talos provided additional DoubleZero details and IOCs.\(^\text{24}\)

On 18 March, CERT-UA reported a phishing campaign involving a lure document with a ZIP file containing an LNK shortcut file with VBScript code that downloads the LoadEdge malware. CERT-UA associates this with the group UAC-0035 (a.k.a. InvisiMole).\(^\text{25}\) ACTI assesses this group works closely with hacker group WINTERFLOUNDER (a.k.a. Gamaredon).

On 19 and 20 March, internet provider Skyline in embattled Kharkiv, Ukraine and provider Volia in Russian-occupied Kherson, Ukraine experienced a “collapse of connectivity” associated with power outages, according to NetBlocks.\(^\text{26}\) In Kherson, the power cuts come amid protests against Russia’s occupation.\(^\text{27}\)

On 22 March, CERT-UA reported on a RAR file purportedly related to documenting Russia’s “criminal actions.” The file contains an executable file that results in a HeaderTip infection. CERT-UA attributed it to a group they call UAC-0026.\(^\text{28}\)
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On 23 March, Russian meat producer Miratorg Agribusiness Holding reported a sabotage attack, which malicious actors carried out using BitLocker to encrypt the company’s files. This likely resulted from a supply-chain compromise of the veterinary information system VetIS, which tens of thousands of software systems inside and outside of Russia use. The company said the attack would not affect its meat supplies.  

In a 23 March briefing, Victor Zhora, deputy chief of Ukraine’s State Service of Special Communications and Information Protection (SSCIP), made several points about cyber threat activity targeting Ukraine in the week of 15-22 March:

- CERT-UA had detected 60 cyber attacks against local governments, the financial and energy sectors, security and defense entities, commercial organizations, telecommunications and software companies, and other entities, and that most of the attacks were less serious than attacks earlier in the year and that most had failed to affect critical infrastructure;
- CERT-UA detected 14 malware families or groups attacking Ukrainian systems between 15 and 22 March. Prior versions of this Global Incident Report have covered most of these malware families, including: four types of wipers (HermeticWiper, IsaacWiper, CaddyWiper and Double Zero); HeaderTip, SunSeed, GrimPlant, and GraphSteel; LoadEdge; and MicroBackdoor. The report also mentions APT28 (which ACTI tracks as SNAKEMACKEREL), XDSpy, an Eastern Europe-oriented group, and the threat group TA416;
- Some of the groups CERT-UA detected have been targeting not just Ukraine but also EU organizations that help refugees. To do so, the hackers “try to obtain data on contacts, bank accounts, goods that are purchased for helping Ukrainians”;
- Some Russian cyber criminals "are refusing offers to attack Ukraine, which is a very important sign”;
- The State Special Communications Service does not coordinate anti-Russian hacktivist activity, which Zhora said was “carried out by volunteers - ordinary Ukrainians who have the appropriate skills”.

On 23 March, Twitter account Shadow Chaser reported a phishing campaign apparently targeting entities in Russia. A screenshot showed an email purportedly sent from a US-sanctioned Russian electronics firm to an employee of the Kaluga Research Institute of Radio Engineering (-ö–ü–ő-ť–ő–ô) with an attached lure document titled "List of Persons at the Ekran Research Institute Under US Sanctions for Ukraine Invasion". Once opened, the document supposedly implants cyber espionage software, according to espionage news source The Spy Collection. A 24 March Financial Times article provided more information on cyber threat activity preceding and accompanying the 24 February Russian invasion. The report noted that Ukrenergo, the Ukrainian government-owned power transmission company,

---
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noticed a threefold increase in failed attempts to break into its networks in February 2022, compared with the previous February. "One particularly audacious attempt involved a compromised local employee trying to sneak malicious code on to company premises," the article stated. In addition, on February 24, not only did hackers target Viasat, but "some 100 highly skilled hackers from nearly a dozen groups with ties to Russia and Belarus" carried out attacks on IT infrastructure throughout Ukraine, according to National Security and Defense Council deputy secretary Serhii Demediuk, a former Ukrainian cyber police chief. Threat actors also targeted a Ukrainian financial institution on invasion day, and then targeted the same entity with wiper malware on 14 March, the article stated.

On 24 March, SecurityWeek reported that a security researcher had published a proof of concept for exploiting vulnerabilities in a building control system widely in use in Russia for elevators and other building systems. The researcher said threat actors could use default credentials to gain administrator privileges and could also use LUA script plug-ins to take complete control of the more than 100 Internet-connected the Tekon controllers throughout Russia at once. The researcher did not mention the fact that many hacktivists have been carrying out disruptive attacks on Russian targets throughout the war, SecurityWeek noted.

On 25 March, the Irish Mirror reported that cloud-based cybersecurity company Cyren had identified more than 100,000 fake donation emails originating from all over the globe and purporting to come from Ukraine. They also found fake charity scams on Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube. Most of these scams ask for cryptocurrency donations, according to the Irish Mirror.

On 28 March, the Ukrainian Security Service announced that since the start of the war, it had shut down five bot farms that had been using over 100,000 inauthentic social media accounts to distribute demoralizing information to Ukrainians. The Service claimed Russian intelligence agencies instigated the operation.

On 28 March, CERT-UA reported on a phishing campaign involving a lure document purportedly about military losses in Ukraine, the Pseudosteel malware, and the exfiltration of files to an FTP server.

On 28 March, Ukraine's largest fixed-line communications operator, the privately owned Ukrtelecom, reported its services were down nationwide due to a "powerful cyber attack of the enemy." Ukrtelecom's internet service, Facebook and Ukrtelecom's contact center faced disruptions, with connectivity "collapsing to 13% of pre-war levels." The director of NetBlocks told Forbes that the "gradual loss of connectivity" showed the incident was not the result of a physical cable cut or loss of electricity (https://forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2022/03/28/huge-cyberattack-on-ukrtelecom-biggest-since-russian-invasion-crashes-ukraine-telecom). Within five hours, SSSCP reported it had "neutralized" the attack and that Ukrtelecom was
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temporarily restricting services to most private users to free up space for military use. Within 15 hours, Ukrtelecom was restoring connectivity to most users.  

On 29 March, the head of the SSSCIP, Yurii Shchyhol, claimed it was not possible to cut off Ukraine's internet connectivity by cutting fiber optic cables, as the country had worked to build backup fiber-optic networks, although Shchyhol provided few further details. 

On 30 March, CERT-UA warned of a phishing campaign targeting Ukrainian government employees with a lure document purportedly about wage arrears. A macro in the document runs the file “Base-Update.exe,” which downloads a bootloader that runs GraphSteel and GrimPlant malware. 

On 30 March, CERT-UA also warned of a phishing campaign targeting Ukrainians with a lure document purportedly from the Education Ministry, with an archived attachment that downloads MarsStealer, a program written in C/ASM and widely available on underground forums, which CERT-UA described as an alternative to Raccoon Stealer. The developers claim the code will not function in former-Soviet countries, but users can easily circumvent this restriction, thus enabling its use against Ukrainian targets, CERT-UA reported. 

On 30 March, Malwarebytes reported on a spearphishing campaign targeting entities in Russia who use virtual private networks (VPNs) and social media platforms that Russian authorities have banned. The Russian-language lure documents in use in the campaign exploit the so-called MSHTML remote-code execution vulnerability (CVE-2021-40444), using a variant exploit called CABLESS and an RTF file instead of a Word document.

Researchers have found similarities between the lures the Carbon Spider threat group users. ACTI tracks Carbon Spider as Fin7 and has been exploring its links with the REvil ransomware family. Also, Fin7 has targeted the US defense industry using malicious USB devices in the so-called BadUSB campaign, which is the subject of a US Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) warning.

On 30 March, DefenseOne reported on a volunteer Ukrainian hacker group called CyberPan Ukraine that work with the Ukrainian military and allegedly receive funding from Israel and the US. They have disrupted GLONASS navigation system signals for Russian field units and are now attempting to disrupt the precision guidance systems of Russian rockets, DefenseOne reported.

On 29 March, Newlines magazine reported that “Ukraine's IT warriors” and telecom specialists are using hacked telephone databases to track Russian soldiers and conduct psychological operations through WhatsApp messages and audio.
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recordings to dissuade the invaders from staying and fighting.\textsuperscript{49}

On 5 April, CERT-UA reported that threat actors were seeking to obtain user credentials for Telegram accounts, using false error messages claiming that someone had attempted an unauthorized login and sending the user to the malicious domain ohsxy[.]com to “confirm” their credentials. CERT-UA associates this activity with the group UAC-0094.\textsuperscript{50}

On 5 April, Ukrainian cybersecurity official Viktor Zhora and the director of Ukrtelekom gave a briefing on cyber threats, claiming that there had been thrice the number of cyber attacks this year in 2022 with respect to the same period last year. Over half of these attacks were focused on stealing information and spreading malware. In one case, attackers exploited a vulnerability in a document management server to gain access to mailboxes containing the passport details of Ukrtelecom employees. As for the serious Ukrtelecom disruption of 28 March (described elsewhere in this Incident Report), with help from Cisco and Microsoft, the company has restored 95 percent of the damage in less than a day. The speakers said that in some cases, the hackers had loudly announced their activity as “the greatest cyberattack in the whole war,” according to dev.ua.\textsuperscript{51}

Pro-Ukrainian and Pro-Russian Hacktivist Activities

The Ukrainian government has welcomed help from cyber volunteers and supported several initiatives: the “IT Army of Ukraine” to help protect Ukrainian systems and disable Russian websites; the “Cyber Front,” to share information on vulnerabilities in Russian cyber defenses; and the “Internet Forces of Ukraine” to get realistic information to Russian citizens who are blocked from receiving it. These and other pro-Ukrainian hacktivist groups, posting on social media in association with the amorphous hacktivist collective Anonymous, have claimed to have breached numerous Russian websites and cyber assets.

Pro-Russian hacktivist groups have also claimed attacks on Ukrainian systems. The Twitter account @Cyberknow20 keeps a regularly updated chart of cyber threat groups on both sides. The latest edition, published on 12 March, which @Cyberknow20 published on 4 April, listed 48 pro-Ukrainian and 23 pro-Russian groups.\textsuperscript{52}

On 10 March, transparency website DDoSecrets published 340,000 files of data that a hacker claimed to have stolen from a regional office of Russia’s Internet watchdog, Roskomnadzor, as an act of information warfare.\textsuperscript{53}

On 10 March, pro-Ukrainian hacktivist group Network Battalion 65 (NB65) leaked what it claimed was source code from Russian-owned Kaspersky Lab; however, many commentators pointed out that the data was easily available and not the result of a breach.\textsuperscript{54}
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On 11 March, NB65 acknowledged that its Kaspersky Lab leak had been merely a “troll” and promised they “will only be sharing legit drops from here on out.” The group then offered leaked emails from a regional institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences. On 1 March, NB65 had also claimed it would leak data from Roscosmos, the Russian state space agency.

On 11 March, Russian defense firm Rostec (Russian Technologies) shut down its website briefly after what it described as a DDoS attack by “Ukrainian extremists”.

On 11 March, Russian telecom company Rostelecom’s cybersecurity arm reported that between 1 and 10 March malicious actors had attacked Russian sites, having launched 1,100 DDoS attacks, primarily targeting the sites of government entities and secondarily targeting those of financial services providers and other businesses that Western countries have sanctioned, according to Reuters.

On 11 March, Russia’s National Coordination Centre for Computer Incidents (NKTsKI) warned of mass cyber attacks on web apps in Russia, including via JavaScript libraries, CSS frameworks, and plug-ins.

On 12 March, the BBC reported that a Norwegian citizen had set up a spam website to send 22 million emails condemning the war to Russian email addresses.

On 13 March, #LeakTheAnalyst claimed it would release sensitive US military research data from research organization SRI International. On 14 March, the same entity announced it was leaking information of job candidates for the UK Defense Ministry on its victim list. The veracity of this claim is unclear.

As of late March 2022, LeakTheAnalyst remains highly active and continues to leak sensitive data. This entity has targeted Western and Ukrainian entities and does not feature any Russian organizations on its leak site; this suggests the entity is aligned with Russia, despite not stating a political motive.

On 13 March, German officials reported that Anonymous-linked hackers had claimed to have stolen 20 terabytes of data from the German branch of Russian state oil company Rosneft. The company reportedly took its systems offline temporarily but Der Spiegel published that (translated): “this should not restrict the operation of the pipelines and refineries”.

On 14 March, Polish programming group @squad3o3 announced that its website, which it designed as a “voice of freedom” to allow anyone to spam random Russian entities with phone messages and emails, had sent over 20 million messages.

On 14 March, Twitter account @IAmMrGrey2 claimed to have stolen records from "the hospital exclusively treating Putin" and called on others to explore the stolen
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data for Putin’s medical records. On 14 March, Ukrainian media reported that Ukraine’s amateur “IT Army” had reached 300,000 members.

On 15 March, the pro-Russian Xaknet team tweeted it would use “the most sophisticated methods” to target critical information infrastructure in Ukraine until they ceased hacker attacks against Russia: “we call on the fascists to accept their defeat in cyber warfare.”

On 15 March, cloud-focused cybersecurity company Aqua reported on its research on cloud-based how-to guides and tool repositories for hacktivist attacks. About 40 percent of hacktivist packages in use related to DDoS attacks, while other hacktivist packages focused on blocking user networks from the conflict area. The researchers also saw defacement banners and sources connected with doxing (i.e., releasing personal information about a victim). Analyzing lists of suggested targets, they found 84 percent of the targets were associated with Russia-based IP addresses and only 16 percent with Ukraine-based addresses, suggesting that pro-Ukrainian, anti-Russian hacktivists were more active on these cloud repositories than pro-Russian ones.

On 15 March, the developer of the node-ipc networking tool released a “protestware” module called “peacenotwar” that came bundled with some versions of node-ipc and that overwrote Russia- and Belarus-based computer files with a heart emoji. Some GitHub users reacted negatively to the module release. According to Vice News: one wrote “You’re a stain on the FOSS [free and open source software] community”; another one wrote: “You just destroyed your work, career and probably your online life”.

To guard Russian users against such “protestware,” Sberbank urged Russians to turn off automatic software updates, according to Russian cybersecurity company Positive Technologies.

On 16 March, cybersecurity researcher Jeremiah Fowler reported that pro-Ukrainian hacktivist groups identifying with Anonymous have “proven to be a very capable group that has penetrated some high value targets, records and databases in the Russian Federation.” Analyzing non-password-protected cloud-based datasets hosted on IP addresses in Russia, Fowler found the following:

- In many cases, hacktivists had deleted files and then defaced databases with phrases like “Glory to Ukraine” or “putin stop this war.”
- They have used a script similar to the MeowBot wiper. They claimed to have disrupted targets including state oil company Gazprom, multiple state media
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outlets, and the control center of the Russian Space Agency.

- The hacktivists have accessed numerous databases containing sensitive personal data and secret keys. Depending on what the hacktivists do with this information, threat actors could use it in further cyber threat activity.

As of 17 March, Russian websites that had experienced disruptions included the Ministry for Emergency Situations 73 and the Kremlin. 74 Leak victims include Russian state pipeline company Transneft. 75

From 19 to 21 March, pro-Ukrainian hacktivists claimed to have disrupted access to the city of Grodno, Belarus 76 and to Russian government targets, including:

- The Ministry of Foreign Affairs 77
- The backend of the Foreign Intelligence Service’s secure drop site on the TOR anonymity service 78
- The government of the Voronezh region 79
- The Vologda Research Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences 80
- The Joint Institute of Nuclear Research 81
- Russian weather agency Roshydromet 82
- A Russian defense contractor 83

On 20 March, the BlueHornet | AgainstTheWest group (@Blue_hornet), referring to the expected Russian blockage of YouTube, announced: “Our team will be working on an open-source software to bypass this block for regular citizens to use”. 84

On 20 March, the BlueHornet | AgainstTheWest group also said it would leak a short list of high-ranking officers—“Plant managers, contracting officers, Program Managers etc.”—of the Nestlé company, 85 which has faced criticism for continuing to do business in Russia. 86

- On 23 March, Nestlé said the data Anonymous leaked online was not secret information but rather some test data that Nestlé itself had accidentally leaked earlier. Nestlé also said it would stop selling certain products in Russia. 87
- On 30 March, the BlueHornet | AgainstTheWest group tweeted: "Starbucks has been breached yet again. Until Nestlé fully leave Russia, this will continue. P.S - Alibaba Cloud and it’s [sic] customer data is being sorted out and will be posted

---
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On 20 March, Anonymous tweeted: “We call on all companies that continue to operate in Russia by paying taxes to the budget of the Kremlin's criminal regime: Pull out of Russia! We give you 48 hours to reflect and withdraw from Russia or else you will be under our target!”.

On 24 March, Anonymous-affiliated groups claimed to have taken down the following websites of companies that continue to operate in Russia: auchan[.]ru, leroymerlin[.]ru, and decathlon[.]ru. Both pro-Ukrainian and pro-Russian groups choose targets based on the so-called "Yale list" (so named because a Yale professor created it) of companies that have either pulled out of Russia or stayed in the country.

On 20 March, Belarusian opposition media source Nexta tweeted that someone had breached the official group page of VK (VKontakte), a social media outlet popular in Russia, on the VKontakte platform, and published a manifesto denouncing Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. It also warned that (translated) “VKontakte is breached. All personal data, posts, and communications of users have been downloaded and transferred to competent agencies. Any message you write expressing support of the Russian occupiers, or with the letter “Z” in your avatar, will be interpreted as a crime without a statute of limitations. Then you will be declared wanted by Interpol and arrested in any country of the world”. The Russian-language text was full of misspellings as well as diacritical marks vaguely resembling those of the Czech language. The document might be a satire, spoof, or false-flag incident.

On 20 March, International Business Times in Australia reported that an Anonymous-affiliated group said it had hijacked printers in Russia to print over 100,000 copies of “anti-propaganda and tor installation instructions”. Based on a screenshot of the Russian-language manifesto, ACTI assesses the authors are not native Russian speakers, though the writing errors are not as obvious as those in the alleged VKontakte defacement described above.

On 23 March, Balkan Insight reported that hackers breached the website of Croatian daily Slobodna Dalmacija and replaced its older articles with pro-Russian propaganda.
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On 24 March, Anonymous-affiliated hackers claimed to have breached the Central Bank of Russia and claimed it would release 35,000 stolen documents containing "secret agreements" within 48 hours of the breach.\(^7\)

On 25 March, Anonymous-linked hackers published 28 GB of data they allegedly stole from the Central Bank of Russia; this data included internal data on bank agreements, correspondence, money transfers, overseas agents, and trading partners. The transparency activist group DDoSecrets also posted the data.\(^8\) DDoSecrets' co-founder tweeted, "Russian speakers should organize (while taking proper steps for OPSEC and anonymity, when needed!) to help sort and translate all the leaked material coming out".\(^9\) However, Russian state media agency RIA Novosti said it analyzed the "leaked" data and found it all predated 2018 and was publicly available on the Central Bank's site.\(^10\)

On 25 March, pro-Ukrainian hacktivist group Network Battalion 65 claimed to have breached the All-Russian State Television and Radio Broadcasting Company (VGTRK) and that it would release 870 GB of data.\(^11\)

On 26 March, the pro-Russian Killnet group reportedly threatened cyber attacks on the Polish government if Poland were to introduce peacekeepers into Ukraine. Killnet claimed to have carried out a warning attack on the National Bank of Poland.\(^12\) In early March, Killnet had launched a "KillNet Botnet DDoS" service.\(^13\)

On 27 March, Anonymous-affiliated Twitter account @DepaixPorteur tweeted, "We have created a new site to host our upcoming leaks + future Anonymous leaks. We also hacked Rostproekt emails as a treat to celebrate the new site & to hold you over while waiting for the upcoming dump(s)," according to Security Affairs.\(^14\) A screenshot showed the name of the new leak site: anonymousleaks[.]xyz. Another screenshot showed that data from Rostproekt, a Russian construction company, had also appeared on the DDoSecrets transparency website. Security Affairs also reported, DDoSecrets additionally published data that Anonymous-affiliated hacktivists claimed to have stolen from Mashoil, a Russian petroleum services company. International Business Times reporters said they had conversed with Anonymous actors, who had "hinted that 'one guy did say he might've found malware sent to FSB [Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation] agents'".\(^15\)

On 28 March, Ukraine’s main military investigative service published a list titled "FSB Employees Participating in Criminal Activity of the Aggressor Country in Europe" and subtitled "List of FSB Employees Registered at the address ul. Bolshaya Lubyanka, Moscow" (hxps://gur.gov[.]ua/content/sotrudnyky-fsb-rossyy-uchastvuuiushchye-v-prestupnoi-deiatelnosty-stranyahressora-na-territoryy-evropy.html). It is unclear whether the list of 620 people came from proprietary sources or publicly available address books. The title appears to align with the theme of a recent Financial Times report.

\(^{77}\) https://twitter.com/YourAnonTV/status/1506769001040551937
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article about a rise in Russian spying activity in Europe. Hacktivists or law enforcement agencies in various countries could potentially use the published personal information to target these FSB employees.

On 28 March, Bleeping Computer reported that pro-Russian actors are inserting malware into secretly compromised WordPress sites, which then causes the browsers of site visitors to conduct DDoS attacks against pro-Ukrainian websites. Conversely, at least one pro-Ukrainian site is openly using visitors' browsers to conduct DDoS attacks against Russian websites.

According to a 29 March article by Russian state news agency RIA Novosti, Russia's Foreign Ministry described the hacktivist activities against Russia as a "cyberwar" that the US and its allies initiated, complete with "cyber-mercenaries" whose activities "often border on open terrorism." The article claimed that US- and NATO-trained Ukrainian special cyber forces are attacking Russia, as are "anonymous hackers and provocateurs, acting on orders from the Western overseers of the Kyiv regime."

On 29 March, a denial of service attack took down the website of Bradley International Airport in the US state of Connecticut; however, the incident did not affect airport operations, according to media reports. The reports cited the service CyberKnow, which provides situational awareness notices, as attributing the attack to the Killnet group and said the hackers had left behind a message saying (translated): "when the supply of weapons to Ukraine stops, attacks on the information structure of your country will instantly stop....America, no one is afraid of you."

On 30 March, Le Monde published an investigation of massive troll farms that spread pro-Russian propaganda and disinformation to French-speaking audiences. On 30 March, a subdomain of a Facebook page for the Democratic Party of the US displayed the defacement message “Hacked by TurkishHacktivist RootAyllidz” and a message criticizing US and Turkish involvement in “provoking Russia” by supporting Ukraine. The group name, a variant of the more-famous RootAyllidz, raises the possibility that this operation is a spoof or false flag.

On 31 March, CyberKnow20 reported that the pro-Russian Xaknet team declared its support for Russia and referred to Ukrainians as “fascists” and “Nazis”. Xaknet claimed to have begun leaking documents from the Ukrainian Foreign Ministry. A screenshot on the anti-malware.ru site shows a document from a Ukrainian agricultural agency, rather than from the Foreign Ministry. On 1 April, cybersecurity researcher Catalin Cimpanu noted that various threat actors using the name Xaknet had been active for years, selling malware and other services, and that someone

---
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claiming to represent Xaknet had also posted a retirement message, thus calling into question who Xaknet is and what kind of threat they represent.\(^\text{114}\)

---

On 30 March, pro-Russian group Killnet posted the following on its Telegram channel\(^\text{115}\):

- “Weather forecast for the next three days in United States of America [sic].
  - DDoS ATTACK MEDIA
  - CORPORATE NETWORK HACKING
  - PRINTERS BEGIN TO OBEY KILLNET”

---

On 1 April 2022, investigations group Bellingcat cited a leak of registration data from the food-delivery site for Yandex Food; Bellingcat said the leaked data could provide insight into the identities and whereabouts of Russian military and security personnel.\(^\text{116}\)

---

On 1 April, the prolific hacktivist BlueHornet | AgainstTheWest (ATW), calling themselves APT49 tweeted: “Oh boy. Can’t wait to drop all of these at once, included with the APT28 and APT38 documents. We’ll call it the APT FILES.” They then showed a screenshot of numerous global groups the US FBI has indicted over the years.\(^\text{117}\) On 2 April, ATW released a document about APT28 (a.k.a. Fancy Bear), with a screenshot showing contact information for Dmitriy Badin, one of the Russian military hackers the US indicted in 2018. ATW wrote, apparently referring to the FBI: “They needed information, so we supplied it”.\(^\text{118}\) It is unclear how much of this is genuine, especially because the first post appeared on April Fools’ Day. On 3 April, ATW claimed: “KILLNET, the Russian ‘hacker’ group, has been ruined. Document involving one of it’s [sic] key members has been released in the DoomSec telegram”.\(^\text{119}\)

---

On 1 April, transparency organization DDoSecrets published three sets of leaked documents from the following incidents\(^\text{120}\):

- Network Battalion 65’s (NB65’s) hack on Russian state-owned Mosekspertiza, which provides services to Russian businesses; this document set includes 150,000 “emails” (unclear whether this indicates email addresses and/or email messages), 8,200 files, and several hundred gigabytes of databases.

- Anonymous’s hack on Russian law firm Capital Legal Services; this document set includes 200,000 “emails” (unclear whether this indicates email addresses and/or email messages).

- Anonymous’s hack on Russian Orthodox Church; this document set includes 57,500 “emails” (unclear whether this indicates email addresses and/or email messages).

---
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On 2 April, the website of the United Aircraft Corporation group (a.k.a. Sukhoi) showed a statement ostensibly by the company’s director, announcing his resignation in protest against Russia’s war in Ukraine. On the same day, Russian media reported that this resignation message is false and that someone had hacked the Sukhoi site to show the message.\textsuperscript{121}

On 3 April, pro-Ukrainian hacktivist group NB65 claimed to have breached Russian pipeline supplier Gazregion. The group claimed to have adapted Conti ransomware to destroy the victim company’s files and delete backups. NB65 concluded with a note to the Russian government: “This will stop as soon as you cease all activity in Ukraine”.\textsuperscript{122}

On 6 April, pro-Russian Twitter account @RUH4X0R tweeted: “Considering other countries, states etc are getting involved with the hacking against #Russia and have been for a while, we’re going to expand to attacking #Ukraine #Poland #Brazil Poland will be effective for a few reasons, Brazil because we have inside members in the Military”.\textsuperscript{123} In another tweet, the account user added: “Also we’re seeing that the US is helping Ukraine as @elonmusk has given internet etc. In this case, we could attack America with Ransomware but we think that's extreme, we'll do some public scares. Let us prep, we've already tested this”.\textsuperscript{124} In the second tweet, @RUH4X0R posted photos that appeared to come from closed-circuit cameras and to depict police officers and vehicles. @RUH4X0R’s intentions and capabilities are unclear.

Cyber-related Events in Other Countries

Numerous disruptive attacks have occurred in countries outside Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus in the weeks after the invasion and after countries imposed sanctions on Russia. In many of these cases, circumstantial evidence suggests, but does not prove, a possible link to the Russia-Ukraine conflict.

ACTI’s database of ransomware incidents—based largely on postings from ransomware actors’ data leak sites and insights gained from Accenture Security’s CIFR team—showed 105 ransomware incidents between 16 February and 15 March. About these incidents, ACTI notes that:

- The top three attacker groups were Conti (with 39 incidents), LockBit 2.0 (31 incidents), and AlphV (14 incidents).
- The top three industries threat groups have targeted were manufacturing (23 incidents), financial services (12 incidents), and wholesale (11 incidents).
- The top four countries threat actors have targeted were the US (42 incidents), Germany (7 incidents), the UK (6 incidents), and Canada (6 incidents).

The totals represent a decrease from the period of 15 January-15 February, which saw 143 incidents, dominated by LockBit 2.0, which was responsible for 50 incidents.
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The business sectors in which the targets reside generally align with those of past financially motivated ransomware activity; most of the named victims do not relate to the Russia-Ukraine conflict in an obvious way, despite some ransomware actors’ declarations of support for one side or another.\(^\text{125}\)

Specific cyber-related events in countries other than Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus include the following:

- **During 6-10 March, Finnish aircraft reported increased GPS jamming near the Russian border.**\(^\text{126}\) In January, Israeli pilots reported GPS spoofing from the Russian airbase at Khmeimim in Syria.\(^\text{127}\)

- **On 7 March, Spain's National Intelligence Center (CNI) reported that the Spanish government had intercepted Russian plans to carry out a cyberattack on Spain's State Employment Service (SEPE).** The CNI said Russia counted Spain among its main enemies because of Spain's prominence in the NATO presence protecting the Baltic states. SEPE had suffered two cyberattacks in 2021, in which Spanish intelligence suspected Russia. In previous days, the Spanish government had put numerous agencies and sites, including embassies, the Social Security administration, and the Nuclear Security Council on high alert in anticipation of cyber attacks. The Spanish government also ordered public employees to shut down and disconnect devices as a security measure. Other recommendations included shutting down remote computers daily, performing security updates at night, issuing new passwords, exercising caution with emails, minimizing connections to the internet, using secure passwords, and updating all systems.\(^\text{128}\)

- **As the Global Incident Report published on March 10 mentioned, on 8 March, Germany's Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) intelligence service had warned of the threat of an imminent cyber attack\(^\text{129}\) on high-value German targets such as military or energy-related entities.**

- **On 9 March, the US Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) updated its Conti ransomware alert with indicators of compromise (IOCs) consisting of close to 100 malicious domain names the group named.**\(^\text{130}\)

- **The Lapsus$ (a.k.a. Lapsus and Lapsu$) extortion gang’s Telegram channel, which is also its leak site, features numerous dramatic postings from the second week of March 2022.** These include the following:

---
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♦ A 10 March posting seeking to recruit insiders at telecommunications and video game companies.\textsuperscript{131}

♦ An 11 March posting ACTI observed on Lapsus$’s insider chat, in which someone claiming to be a former telecommunications call center employee stated that the company had bad security.

♦ An 11 March posting seemingly claiming responsibility for the breach of French video game company Ubisoft. The company admitted an incident had temporarily disrupted some games, systems, and services but had apparently not resulted in unauthorized access to players’ personal information.\textsuperscript{132}

♦ A 14 March posting that ACTI observed, announcing the winner of a “poll” the Lapsus$ gang had held to choose the next leak victim. The group wrote: “What should we leak next? Vodafone winner. We work to ready the data to leak.” They then posted a link to a Telegram channel called “t[.]me/saudechat.”

♦ Additionally, on 8 March, the Lapsus$ group posted on Twitter, seemingly taking credit for that day’s disruptions at Spotify and Discord, but deleted the tweet almost immediately, according to researcher Soufiane Tahiri.\textsuperscript{133}

♦ As previously reported, Lapsus$ had leaked Samsung data on 7 March and had breached US-based graphic processor company Nvidia on 28 February. Besides Samsung and Nvidia, Lapsus$ has also breached Brazilian and Portuguese government and media entities, raising questions about the group’s origin and motives.\textsuperscript{134}

♦ According to a dox (i.e., a release of personal information) from March \textsuperscript{7}\textsuperscript{135}, at least one Lapsus$ member is a UK-based teenager.

On 10 March, the German corporate network of Japan-based Denso, a supplier of power train systems, hybrid vehicle components, and fuel injectors for multiple automotive companies, detected an unauthorized access.

♦ On 13 March, extortion group “Pandora” posted a threat to leak 1.4 terabytes worth of data on 16 March. Bleeping Computer reported seeing a sample of leaked Denso data, including purchase orders, emails, and technical schematics (https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/automotive-giant-denso-hit-by-new-pandora-ransomware-gang/). The Pandora malware is derived from Babuk malware code, which the Pandora developers may have obtained via a September 2021 source code leak.\textsuperscript{136}

\textsuperscript{131} https://twitter.com/S0ufi4n3/status/1502032449643192325
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Previous attacks on Toyota and Volvo had led to suspicions of connections between the attacks and Japan’s and Sweden’s support for Ukraine. On 11 March, Ireland’s National Cyber Security Center informed the Kerry County Council it had observed “suspicious activity / potential for cyber-attack on our email / IT system arising from traffic from Russian IP Addresses and certain domains / sub-domains,” according to The Kerryman.

On 11 March, Bridgestone Americas confirmed it had suffered a ransomware attack. The LockBit ransomware group has indeed leaked data belonging to Bridgestone. LockBit actors had previously vowed to leak data from anti-Russian countries and entities.

On 11 March, Reuters published new information on the crippling of KA-SAT, a European subsidiary of satellite Internet provider Viasat, on 24 February, the day Russia invaded Ukraine. According to Reuters, analysts for the US National Security Agency (NSA), the French government cybersecurity organization Agence nationale de la sécurité des systèmes d’information (ANSSI), and Ukrainian intelligence services are assessing whether Russian-state-backed hackers carried out the attack in an attempt to sever communications on the eve of the invasion. KA-SAT provides connectivity to Ukrainian military and police units, and parent company Viasat acts as a defense contractor for the US and several of its allies. A Viasat official has cited a “misconfiguration in the ‘management section’” of KA-SAT’s network that threat actors abused to gain remote access to modems.

Spanish security researcher Ruben Santamarta hypothesized that Viasat’s words about a misconfigured “management section” means “the attackers likely managed to compromise/spoof a Ground Station...specifically the ‘Element Management’ section...to issue a command by abusing a legitimate control protocol (probably TR-069) that deployed a malicious firmware update to the terminals...this could have been performed using well-known attacks involving VLANs.”

On 15 March, NetBlocks reported that KA-SAT’s network “remains heavily impacted,” 18 days after the 24 February cyber attack. On 15 March a Ukrainian official admitted for the first time that the Viasat breach caused a "huge loss" to Ukrainian communications. German wind operator Enercon, one of the first KA-SAT customers to report the outage, noted on 15 March that “85% of its modems

https://www.reversemode.com/2022/03/satcom-terminals-under-attack-in-europe.html
https://twitter.com/netblocks/status/1503791987161505801
were still offline” and that it would take weeks to recover.\(^{144}\)

On 12 March, the French School of Civil Aviation fell victim to Hive ransomware.\(^{145}\) The threat actors using the ransomware initially demanded US$1.2 million in bitcoin; then, on 20 March, they raised the demand to US$2 million. Other Hive victims during the Ukraine crisis include the Romanian petrol company mentioned in an earlier version of this report (published on 10 March).

On 14 March, Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Oleg Syromolotov said in an interview that the stalled Russian-US dialogue on cybersecurity could resume, provided that the US observe conditions Putin set in a September 2020 speech.\(^{146}\) Putin’s September 2020 speech had demanded that the US not “intervene” in Russian affairs.\(^{147}\) Russian officials interpret “interference” broadly to include any criticism of the country.\(^{148}\)

- Syromolotov noted that high-level cybersecurity talks had already brought tangible results, such as the 14 January 2022 arrest of REvil ransomware operators who had targeted US critical infrastructure.
- Some analysts interpreted Syromolotov’s comment as a veiled threat from Russia to unleash criminals REvil actors.\(^{149}\) The criminals whom Russia arrested on 14 January, including a person the US suspects of carrying out the May 2021 DarkSide ransomware attack on Colonial Pipeline\(^{150}\), were scheduled to be eligible for release on bail on 13 March.\(^{151}\)

On 15 March the head of CERT Latvia said that the quantity of cyber attacks against the country had grown by 25 percent since the beginning of the war. This activity was mostly “quite primitive,” involving mass credential phishing attacks and DDoS attacks.\(^{152}\)

On 15 March, Germany’s Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) advised against using Kaspersky anti-virus products. They warned (translated): “A Russian IT manufacturer can carry out offensive operations itself, be forced to attack target systems against its will, or be spied on without its knowledge as a victim of a cyber operation, or be misused as a tool for attacks against its own customers”.\(^{153}\)

On 15 March, the US CISA and the US Federal Bureau of Investigation issued Alert AA22-074A, “Russian State-Sponsored Cyber Actors Gain Network Access by Exploiting Default Multi-Factor Authentication Protocols and “PrintNightmare” Vulnerability”.\(^{154}\) They wrote: “As early as May 2021, Russian state-sponsored cyber actors took advantage of a misconfigured account set to default MFA [multi-factor authentication] protocols at a non-governmental organization (NGO), allowing them

\(^{145}\) https://www.lemagit.fr/actualites/252514685/L'Ecole-Nationale-de-l'Aviation-Civile-paralysee-par-une-cyberattaque
\(^{146}\) https://tass.ru/politika/14063755
\(^{149}\) https://twitter.com/C_C_Krebs/status/1503395668387376066
\(^{151}\) https://www.bsi.bund.de/DE/Service-Navi/Presse/Pressemitteilungen/Presse2022/220315_Kaspersky-Warnung.html
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to enroll a new device for MFA and access the victim network.” Then the actors exploited the “PrintNightmare” vulnerability, CVE-2021-34527, to gain system privileges. The alert urges that organizations enforce MFA, review configuration policies, disable inactive accounts, and patch for known exploited vulnerabilities.

On 16 March, News 5 (Cleveland) reported that the US FBI had warned businesses in northeast Ohio of increased cyber threats, which News 5 reported the FBI suspects may be Russian retaliation for sanctions. “We’re seeing just about everybody having something. It doesn’t mean they’ve been hacked, but the attempts are there...from health care to financial services — even more supply chain,” said an Ohio cybersecurity vendor News 5 quoted.\(^{155}\)

On 16 March, GovInfoSecurity noted several cyber incidents affecting the healthcare industry; these incidents include the disruption of some patient services at the East Tennessee Children’s Hospital and patient information breaches in Missouri and Colorado.\(^{156}\) It is unclear whether these incidents relate to Russian threat groups.

On 16 March, cybersecurity research group vx-underground tweeted, “ALPHV, also labeled BlackCat ransomware group, is a suspected rebrand of DarkSide & BlackMatter ransomware group Today, ALPHV unveiled ALPHV MORPH. A polymorphic ransomware variant written in Rust and discovered today by @pancak3lullz.” \(^ {157}\)

On 16 March, Microsoft detailed how the TrickBot malware uses Internet of Things (IoT) devices, particularly MikroTik routers, in C2 infrastructure. Microsoft provides a forensic tool to test whether its IoT devices are vulnerable to these attacks.\(^{158}\) This is relevant to the Russia-Ukraine conflict, given the leaked correspondence of some actors using TrickBot or Conti shows these actors have taken targeting guidance from JACKMACKEREL (a.k.a. Cozy Bear) a threat group operating out of Russia.\(^{159}\)

On 16 March, Dragos, an industrial control systems (ICS)-focused cybersecurity company, observed network communications among “numerous auto manufacturing companies” in North America and Japan and Emotet malware C2 servers that the Conti ransomware group appears to control.\(^{160}\) It is unclear whether this Conti activity is part of the group’s ordinary criminal activity or is related to its declared support for Russia.

On 17 March, Trend Micro published an update on the Cyclops Blink malware, which is associated with the hacker group Sandworm and which recruits IoT devices for a botnet. Whereas previous reporting had focused on Cyclops Blink recruiting Watchguard firewalls, the new report details a strain that targets Asus routers. The

\(^{156}\) https://www.govinfosecurity.com/tennessee-pediatric-hospital-responding-to-cyber-incident-a-18730
\(^{157}\) https://twitter.com/vxunderground/status/1504238897194221570
new report also lists over 150 current and historical C2 servers.\[^{161}\]

On 17 March, a technical fault disrupted Polish rail service for most of the day. This railroad has been transporting thousands of Ukrainian refugees to safety. The transport minister said traffic control systems that Alstom makes had experienced identical faults in India, Singapore, and possibly Pakistan. Alstom has not indicated any suspicions of malicious activity, saying a time-formatting error was responsible and said that the incident had not affected safety.\[^{162}\] An Alstom software glitch also disrupted a signaling system on Spanish rail operator Renfe on 21 March.\[^{163}\] Although the cause may be merely technical, the timing is of concern, as Spanish authorities have identified their country as a top target for Russian retaliatory cyber attacks (see above).

On 17 March, the European Union Aviation Safety Agency warned of spoofing and jamming incidents affecting Global Navigation Satellite Systems in the areas of Kaliningrad, Eastern Finland, the Black Sea, and the Eastern Mediterranean since the 24 February Russian invasion of Ukraine. Finnish authorities had reported this previously; other reports say Poland, Lithuania, and Latvia also felt the effects. Israel also reported GPS interference coming from Russia’s Khmeimim airbase in Syria. During military exercises in 2017 and 2018, NATO and Norway faced GPS disruption problems, which Norway blamed on Russia.\[^{164}\] Interested parties can read ACTI’s January 2022 blog highlighting GPS-related threats to transportation.\[^{165}\]

On 17 March, the ALPHV ransomware group claimed to have exfiltrated data from Noble Oil, a North Carolina-based used oil services recycling company.\[^{166}\] ALPHV is the same group that has breached petrochemical industry-related logistics and port companies in Europe.\[^{167}\]

---
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development of “nondestructive and destructive counterspace weapons—including jamming and cyberspace capabilities, directed energy weapons, on-orbit capabilities and ground-based ASAT capabilities—to target U.S. and allied satellites.”

On 17 March, a joint US cybersecurity advisory warned readers about AvosLocker, a ransomware-as-a-service group that has targeted potential victims in US financial services, critical manufacturing, and government facilities. The advisory notes that the likely intrusion vectors included Microsoft Exchange Server vulnerabilities CVE-2021-31207, CVE-2021-34523, CVE-2021-34473, and CVE-2021-26855. AvosLocker advertises on the pro-Russian ransomware-oriented RAMP forum and the group’s name contains the Russian word “Avos” (meaning “perhaps”), suggesting AvosLocker may be a Russian group.

On 17 March, researcher Brett Callow reported that the number of ransomware attacks on US local governments had decreased since the invasion of Ukraine. This aligns with ACTI’s own figures based on data-leak sites, listed above.

On 20 March, the Lapsus$ extortion group posted an image that appeared to represent Microsoft’s internal DevOps platform, but soon deleted the posting. Microsoft said it was investigating the claims, Vice News reported.

On 20 March, the Twitter account @ContiLeaks released version 3 of the Conti ransomware source code, which includes a compiled locker and decryptor. The leaker’s primary intention behind releasing this code may be to hurt the Conti developers, but the act also increases the cyber threat level for everyone, as it allows other threat actors to adapt and use the Conti source code.

On 20 March, the media reported that the British Army, citing “significant security concerns,” prohibited military personnel from using the WhatsApp messaging service for professional work. According to the Daily Mail, Russian cruise missile operators have used phone metadata to target a training camp for foreign fighters in Ukraine.

On 20 March a threat actor on the underground forum Breached[.]co, the successor to Raidforums, offered to pay US$50,000 for working credentials for vpn1.colpipe.com (Colonial Pipeline). The threat actor, “Charles Carmakal,” is associated with the Caishen2844 ransom collective. This “Charles Carmakal” actor likely chose this nickname as a taunt at the real Charles Carmakal, Senior Vice President and Chief Technology Officer at cybersecurity firm Mandiant, who consulted on the Colonial Pipeline response in 2021.
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On 21 March, ACTI observed online actor "pl0uton" advertising personal information about Ukrainian Security Service members. Actor "Charles Carmakal" responded, somewhat jokingly, "give info free I kill them" [sic]..

On 20 March, Israel’s National Cyber Directorate and the Knesset [Parliament] information security unit said they had thwarted multiple cyber attacks aimed at disrupting Ukrainian President Zelensky’s video address to Israeli lawmakers.179

On 20 March, German media, citing "Berlin security circles," reported that the Russian military intelligence service GRU has reconnoitered possible German targets for sabotage. One possible target is the Federal Network Agency, which is the regulatory office for electricity, gas, telecommunications, post, and railway markets.180

On 21 March, US President Joseph Biden issued an urgent statement warning that, in response to US and allied countries’ sanctions, Russia could retaliate with cyber threat activity: “Today, my Administration is reiterating those warnings based on evolving intelligence that the Russian Government is exploring options for potential cyberattacks.” The statement called on private-sector critical infrastructure operators to “harden [their] cyber defenses immediately.”181

White House cybersecurity advisor Anne Neuberger explained that the US government had not seen evidence of specific cyber attacks but had seen “preparatory activity”—a term that could include scanning websites or hunting for vulnerabilities. She warned that threat actors continued to exploit unpatched vulnerabilities to compromise American companies.182

On 22 March, CBS News wrote that the “evolving intelligence” from Biden’s announcement on 21 March might refer to a non-public 18 March FBI warning to the US energy sector of increased network-scanning activities from Russian IP addresses. Of the 140 overlapping IP addresses the FBI has identified, the bureau discovered “abnormal scanning” for at least 18 US companies in the defense industrial base, financial services, and information technology industries, and at least five US energy companies.183

Some details of this FBI warning resemble details of the reporting from 7 March on Russian probing of companies that produce liquefied natural gas184 (see March 10 report). That reporting cited five US companies and implied that the Russian probing affected at least 15 energy companies in other countries.

In a 26 March interview on CNN, US CISA director Jen Easterly further explained Biden's warning. She said that all critical infrastructure operators "need to assume" that Russian threat actors are preparing and exploring options for
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On 21 March, Canada’s National Research Council (NRC) said a “cyber incident” forced it to take parts of its Internet presence offline. “NRC staff were not immediately able to say whether this cyber attack came from Russia or individuals and organizations associated with the Russian government,” the Globe and Mail reported. However, previous cyber incidents disrupted the foreign ministries of both Canada and the UK in early 2022 after both countries threatened to sanction Russia if it were to invade Ukraine.

On 21 March, the Scottish Association for Mental Health said a “sophisticated and criminal” cyber attack on 17 March had affected “emails” and phone lines. In a tweet without citation, BBC reporter Joe Tidy said Emsisoft had said the RansomExx crew carried out the attack. RansomEXX (a.k.a. Defray777) has targeted North American local government agencies—particularly transportation departments—as well as electronics firms in the past. A possible connection with the Ukraine crisis is that Scotland has demonstratively welcomed Ukrainian refugees.

On 22 March, extortion group Lapsus$ said it was going to leak data from customers of the Okta authentication service. Okta said its initial review of the sample screenshots showed the data came from a January 2022 breach at a sub-processor and that “there is no evidence of ongoing malicious activity beyond the activity [Okta] detected in January.” Lapsus$ has recently focused on attacking telecommunications and gaming companies and has sought insiders to help breach those companies. WIRED, citing cybersecurity executive Dan Tentler, reported that “the screenshots suggest Lapsus$ compromised the access of an Okta site reliability engineer, a role that would potentially have extensive system privileges,” and that the Okta compromise may have led to cascading compromises of Okta’s many customers, putting it on a par with the SolarWinds supply-chain espionage operation. ACTI has published a separate report about the Okta compromise.

- On 22 March, Microsoft reported that Lapsus$ (which it tracks as DEV-0537) gains access and elevated privileges at target organizations through extensive social engineering and the purchase of stolen credentials and session tokens. The social engineering includes targeting employees’ personal email accounts. Microsoft also acknowledged that Lapsus had breached it.
- On 23 March, ACTI observed the Lapsus$ Telegram account announcing a brief hiatus. The message read: “A few of our members has a vacation until 30/3/2022. We might be quiet for some times.”
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On 24 March, British police announced they had arrested seven people aged 16-21 "in connection with an investigation into a hacking group" and released them pending the investigation. They did not name the arrestees for privacy reasons.\(^{193}\)

On 30 March, the Lapsus$ group’s Telegram channel announced, "We are officially back from a vacation" and posting what Lapsus$ claimed was data stolen from Globant, a Luxembourg- and Argentina-based software development company. Globant acknowledged that someone had accessed some of its code but said it had no evidence of any effects on client data.\(^{194}\)

Also on 30 March, as a backup measure in case Telegram deleted Lapsus$’s Telegram chats, the Lapsus$ Telegram channel created and announced the creation of a chat group on the encrypted messaging platform Element. In addition, the Lapsus$ account wrote: “F**k AgainstTheWest”.\(^{195}\) The roots of this hostility, and whether it relates to the Russia-Ukraine conflict, are unclear. It is also unclear who now controls the Lapsus$ Telegram channel after the arrest of the UK teens (see bullet point above).

On 1 April, a UK court presented formal charges against two of the teenagers in connection with the Lapsus$ activity but released them on bail.\(^{196}\)

Media reports say tens of thousands of tech specialists are leaving Russia in search of better professional and political prospects.\(^{197}\) However, on 22 March, Vasiliy Shpak, a Russian deputy trade minister, proposed the creation of cyber troops in Russia. According to Russian state news agency ria[.]ru, Shpak said such an idea would make Russian software developers "think ten times before leaving their homeland in pursuit of a long ruble in foreign companies".\(^{198}\) Shpak’s implication that Russia currently has no cyber troops contradicts various media reports over the years, which have identified one or another organization within the Russian military as “cyber troops.”

On 22 March, Russian publication Fontanka reported on a more informal type of "cyber troops" who provide pro-Russian social media messaging to counter "the Ukrainian propaganda machine."\(^{199}\)

On 22 March, Ilya Sachkov, a prominent Russian IT specialist and founder of the cybersecurity company Group-IB, asked for release from pre-trial detention, stating that "Russia needs me now more than ever".\(^{200}\) Authorities are holding him until 28 May while awaiting his trial for treason charges.

On 23 March, Italy's state rail company halted some ticket sales after a cryptolocker attack. Unnamed security sources initially suspected a Russian nation-state attack but, on 24 March, analysts tentatively attributed the incident to the Hive ransomware group, which has affiliates in Russia and Bulgaria, according to Wired.\(^{201}\) Citing
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reported screenshots and allegedly leaked messages from the negotiation chat, Wired says the Hive actors initially demanded 5 million euros in bitcoin, but then raised the demand to 10 million euros. On 24 March, Lab52, a threat intelligence division of international cybersecurity company S2 Grup, identified a cyber espionage campaign that used English-language lure documents referring to the Russia-Ukraine conflict and dropped Quasar RAT, which is an open-source remote access tool.

On 24 March, Twitter user @cyberwar_15 claimed that North Korean cyber threat actors had carried out a "massive cyber attack" using phishing emails supposedly from a South Korean think tank, with the emails including an attachment purporting to be a document on Russian-North Korean relations. @cyberwar_15 describes themself as a South Korean who hunts North Korean cyber groups. The veracity of this report is unclear. As of 30 March, only two vendors on VirusTotal had labeled the alleged lure document as suspicious or malicious.

On 24 March, the US Department of Justice unsealed two indictments charging four employees of the Russian government military or intelligence service with targeting the global energy sector between 2012 and 2018. ACTI identified these groups early on as having the potential to carry out disruptive activity in operational technology systems. These suspects are not in US custody, but the indictment has signaled US awareness of them.

The suspects include employees of:
- The Central Research Institute of Chemistry and Mechanics (TsNIKhM, which is under the Russian Defense Ministry), who allegedly caused the Triton attack that disabled safety-instrumented systems at a petrochemical plant in Saudi Arabia in 2017. ACTI tracks this group as ZANDER.
- Russia's Federal Security Service, Center 16 (the Center for Radioelectronic Communications Intelligence), who allegedly installed malware backdoors in computers at hundreds of entities related to the energy sector worldwide in 2012-2018, laying the groundwork for potential disruption or damage. ACTI refers to this activity as that of threat group BLACK GHOST KNIFEFISH (a.k.a. Dragonfly, Havex).

On 24 March, the UK government echoed the US attribution of Dragonfly activity to FSB's Center 16. The UK's Foreign Secretary also sanctioned the TsNIKhM for the Triton attack and cited the FSB's "long raft of malign cyber activity," including the targeting of UK energy companies and probing of the US aviation sector.
On 24 March, the US CISA also published a list of TTPs the BLACK GHOST KNIFEFISH and ZANDER threat actors have used. The US CISA also listed mitigations for enterprise accounts (e.g., implementing privileged account management, enforcing password policies, conducting audits, checking operating system configurations, using multi-factor authentication, filtering network traffic, segmenting networks, limiting access to file shares and remote access, and blocking code execution) as well as particular mitigations for ICS environments (e.g., segmenting networks and following other ICS best practices).

However, ICS security expert Robert M. Lee warned in a tweet that some of the mitigation advice for ICS is “not practical & in some cases dangerous”. As examples, he said: data diodes are not always practical; alarms for all unusual traffic will create multiple false alerts; updating all software and replacing out-of-date hardware and software are not always feasible; and not allowing vendors to connect their devices to ICS is impractical.

Also on 24 March, the FBI issued a Private Industry Notification warning that TRITON malware remains a threat to industrial control systems worldwide, as TsNIikhM “continues to conduct activity targeting the global energy sector.” Specifically, TRITON modified Triconex Tricon safety controllers. The FBI did not elaborate on post-2017 activity but noted that any versions of the Tricon control that predate version 11.3, which Schneider Electric issued in June 2018, remain vulnerable to Triton-style attacks.

On 24 March, the Washington Post, citing unnamed US officials, said US intelligence analysts assessed hackers from Russia’s GRU had carried out the 24 February attack on Viasat. The US government has not formally attributed the attack, however. Ukrainian cybersecurity official Victor Zhora said “we have obvious evidence that it was organized by Russian hackers.”

On 30 March, Viasat released an incident report on the 24 February KA-SAT attack. The report stated that malicious actors used several SurfBeam modems in Ukraine to carry out DDoS attacks against other modems, then gradually disappeared from the network. An investigation revealed “a ground-based network intrusion by an attackerexploiting a misconfiguration in a VPN appliance to gain remote access to the trusted management segment of the KA-SAT network.” The attacker then executed “legitimate, targeted management commands” that “overwrote key data in flash memory on the modems, rendering the modems unable to access the network, but not permanently unusable.” The report concluded, “To date, Viasat has no evidence that standard modem software or firmware distribution or update processes involved in normal network operations were used or compromised in the attack.”

Juan Andres Guerrero-Saade at SentinelOne finds Viasat’s conclusions “difficult to reconcile.” He discovered a wiper, AcidRain, that he hypothesizes is responsible for the Viasat satellite modem hack. He wrote that AcidRain, an ELF MIPS malware, referring to malware using the Microprocessor without Interlocked...
Pipeline Stages architecture and the Executable and Linkable Format (ELF), is designed to wipe modems and routers. He found what he called “developmental similarities” between AcidRain and a plug-in for the VPNFilter malware that US and UK governments have attributed to the Russian military hacker group Sandworm (a.k.a. SANDFISH).  

vidia confirmed that Guerrero-Saade’s analysis is consistent with the company’s own findings: “SentinelLabs identifies the destructive executable that was run on the modems using a legitimate management command as Viasat previously described.”

On 25 March, the US Federal Communications Commission (FCC) added Russia-based security firm AO Kaspersky Lab (“Kaspersky”) to its list of companies “deemed to pose an unacceptable risk to the national security of the United States,” making Kaspersky the first Russian company on the FCC’s covered list, which the FCC had previously limited to Chinese firms. Entities on the list may not buy components from US companies without US government approval.

On 25 March, Raytheon chief executive Gregory Hayes said in an interview that the company, which provides Ukraine with Stinger and Javelin missiles, “faces two million attempts to penetrate its network per week,” but that “So far the damage has been minimal.”

On 26 March, Russia’s Federal Air Transport Agency, Rosaviatsiya, allegedly suffered a cyber attack that led to data loss and forced the organization to go back to using pen and paper. The compromise of a supplier, probably IT provider InfAvia, reportedly enabled the attack. As part of the attack, malicious actors supposedly destroyed 65 terabytes of data, including 18 months of emails; Rosaviatsiya lacks backups, according to Russian business media reports.

On 30 March, International Business Times and other media outlets reported that Anonymous actors denied breaching Rosaviatsiya, saying Anonymous would never endanger civilians. For its part, Rosaviatsiya issued a statement blaming the necessity to use pen and paper rather than computers on (translated) “temporary lack of access to Internet and malfunction of the electronic document flow system [sic]”. The Rosaviatsiya statement said: "Information exchange will be carried out via AFTN channel (for urgent short message) and postal mail.”

On 27 March, Bleeping Computer reported that Hive ransomware operators revised their VMware ESXi Linux encryptor to the Rust programming language and borrowed a feature from BlackCat (a.k.a. ALPHV-ng) ransomware: removing the URL of the negotiation site from their code, making it harder for researchers to access the
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On 28 March, Trellix, a cybersecurity firm merging McAfee Enterprise and FireEye, and the US think tank Center for Strategic and International Studies published a report on organizations' perceptions of targeting by nation-states. Citing their own survey of 800 IT security decision makers from seven countries in November and December 2021, the report said 86 percent of respondents thought it likely that "a criminal organization acting on behalf of a nation-state" had targeted them. Among other statements, the report referred to the Colonial Pipeline and Solar Winds incidents as examples of nation-state attacks.

On 28 March, a border gateway protocol (BGP) incident occurred in which some internet traffic to Twitter was rerouted through Russian Internet provider RTComm for about 45 minutes. Doug Madory of network analytics company Kentik hypothesizes that the Russian government may have ordered ISPs to block Russians from visiting Twitter, and that RTComm may have used BGP to cause this blockage and may have accidentally "made those changes apply to the Internet as a whole." Most internet providers ignored the incorrect BGP routing because Twitter had signed a Route Origin Authorization to identify the correct path. BGPStream detected the BGP rerouting beginning at 12:06 UTC and Russian state news agency RIA Novosti claimed Twitter outages were occurring in a variety of countries beginning at 14:48 Moscow time (11:48 UTC). If Russian authorities were seeking to throttle Twitter traffic at that time, a state media report of a global disruption could allay domestic consumers' suspicions that their own government was throttling it.

On 29 March, Finnish Security and Intelligence Service Supo said Russia "may attempt to influence the public and political debate around Finland's potential membership in NATO." Supo said it had not observed significant new Russian activity targeting Finland but that the situation could change very quickly.

On 29 March, UK National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) Technical Director Ian Levy provided guidance for users of Russian technology products and services. Levy acknowledged that "we've not seen - and don't expect to see - the massive, global cyber attacks that some had predicted." However, Russia had carried out attacks "against UK interests," including attacks via the software supply chain. The UK had already advised national-security-related government entities to avoid using Russian products such as the Kaspersky anti-virus software in 2017. Given current uncertainties, Levy advised that organizations at higher risk-such as government entities, organizations "providing services to Ukraine," or organizations with high profiles or a perceived anti-Russian stance-reconsider the risks involved in using Russian-nexus products and services. Such products and services include cloud-
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enabled anti-virus products and development or support services. For their part, home users of Kaspersky products likely do not face particular risks unless Kaspersky becomes subject to sanctions and ceases to provide updates. Levy advised enterprises to follow NCSC guidelines for developing resiliency and formulating recovery plans.  

On 29 March, Estonia’s public broadcasting service, Eesti Rahvusringh√švinging (ERR), citing the Deputy Director General of the Department of State Information Systems of Estonia, said that malicious Russian cyber activity against Estonia and the other Baltic countries had increased. He cited a 21 March DDoS attack that briefly disrupted the ERR news portal as well as phishing attacks from Russia-based criminals.  

On 29 March, the US CISA and the US Department of Energy issued a “CISA Insights” document on threats to uninterruptible power supply (UPS) devices. The alert said threat actors had gained access to internet-connected UPS devices through default usernames and passwords. The alert recommended that organizations enumerate existing UPS devices, remove them from the internet or protect those devices’ credentials with MFA and VPNs, and replace any default credentials with robust, new credentials. ACTI reported on UPS vulnerabilities in the Global Incident Report dated March 10, citing vulnerabilities CVE-2022-22806, CVE-2022-22805, and CVE-2022-0715 in particular.  

On 29 March, Hungarian periodical Direct36 reported that Russian hackers had “full access to Hungary’s foreign ministry networks” from at least mid-2021 through at least January 2022 at the same time as the NATO and EU crisis summits and the invasion of Ukraine. This may have given Russian intelligence services insight into Hungarian decision-making.  

On 30 March, Google’s Threat Analysis Group (TAG) issued a report on cyber threat activity related to the war in Ukraine. It reported numerous financially and politically motivated threat actors using war-related lures, including humanitarian appeals, in phishing, malware, and extortion campaigns. The Russian group that Google’s TAG calls COLDRIVER (a.k.a. Gamaredon), which ACTI tracks as WINTERFLOUNDER, has carried out credential phishing campaigns targeting US NGOs and think tanks, a Ukraine-based defense contractor, and military personnel in many Eastern European countries. Google’s TAG has also observed Ghostwriter actors using a new “Browser in the Browser” phishing technique.  

In a 4 April posting, CERT-UA provided further details on the WINTERFLOUNDER (a.k.a. Gamaredon) activity. Some of the activity used Ukrainian-language lures reading “Information on war criminals of the Russian Federation.” Once the file executes, it runs the PowerShell script “get.php” (GammaLoad.PS1) and obtains
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remote access to the victim’s computer. CERT-UA also provided details on an English-language email sent the Latvian government received; it included a lure document purporting to deal with humanitarian assistance to Ukraine.

Beginning 30 March, ACTI has been observing this WINTERFLOUNDER activity. ACTI is analyzing several malicious LNK files with English-language titles about providing military humanitarian assistance to Ukraine, as well as the Ukrainian-language lure document. The use of an English-language lure breaks with this group’s usual focus on Ukrainian targets. The malware calls back to several URLs, including the domain military-ukraine[.]site.

On 30 March, the Financial Times reported that Russian search engine Yandex collects user data from Apple and Android mobile apps and sends the information to servers in Russia.

On 30 March, Texas-based cybersecurity provider Inquest reported on a malicious campaign impersonating the US Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) asking recipients for data on their Russian clients. Once malicious Microsoft documents execute as part of this campaign, a payload beacons to a remote server. Inquest attributes this activity to cyberespionage group Cloud Atlas (a.k.a Inception), which targets government and aerospace clients and which analysts assess to be based in Ukraine. ACTI tracks this group as THORNSTURGEON.

On 30 March, the US FBI published a TLP:White Private Industry Notification to warn US local government entities of ransomware threats. Citing a “State of Ransomware in Government 2021” survey of 30 countries, as well as media reports, the FBI alert said: “underfunded public sector organizations’ understaffed and outdated systems often put them in the position to pay ransoms simply to get the data back”. As ACTI has noted, criminal ransomware attacks on government and other critical infrastructure in a country can align with an adversary state’s strategic interest in undermining that country.

On 31 March, the US Department of the Treasury sanctioned major Russian chipmaker Mikron plus other tech companies, as well as anyone working in the aerospace, marine, and electronics sectors of Russia’s economy.

On 31 March, CISA released two advisories on vulnerabilities in Rockwell Automation products that are widely used throughout the world: CVE-2022-1161 and CVE-2022-1159, affecting firmware in Rockwell Logix programmable logic controllers. CISA cites a report by Claroty, which said attackers could cause physical damage and safety hazards to manufacturing assembly lines and affect the reliability of robotic devices. Threat actors could disguise malicious activity to go undetected by “hiding code inside ladder logic that gets loaded into the PLCs,” as a report in The Record explained. This alert is of particular interest considering government warnings.
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about potential Russian threats to critical infrastructure in adversary countries.

On 31 March, Euro Weekly News reported on a breach at a subsidiary of Spanish electricity company Iberdrola in which threat actors obtained access to contact information, but not financial data, for 1.3 million customers.\(^{242}\) The article reports: "The company relates it [the incident] to a campaign of cyberattacks that affected other companies and Spanish and European public institutions, such as the Congress of Deputies." That statement likely refers to a DDoS attack that briefly affected the Spanish Congress of Deputies on 24 March.\(^ {243}\) Iberdrola, which claims to be one of the top renewable energy companies in the US, said that after the Ukraine invasion, the US government had warned the company it could face Russian cyber attacks.\(^ {244}\) As Russia relies heavily on fossil fuel revenues, it may have an incentive to delay the development of renewable energy.

On 31 March, Robert M. Lee, CEO of operational technology (OT)-focused cybersecurity firm Dragos, told Texas media his firm has seen energy-related facilities in Texas incur an increase in the volume of probing by Russian hackers since the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Texas has key export facilities for LNG; a major disruption at one of those sites would mean “you don’t get fuel exports out to certain countries,” Lee said.\(^ {245}\)

On 31 March, German wind turbine maker Nordex shut down IT systems after detecting a “cybersecurity incident.” Its telephone lines, email systems, and website were unusable over the weekend\(^ {246}\), but there is no indication that the incident has affected OT systems. Although Nordex provided little information publicly, the GovtInfoSecurity website cited a Danish tech correspondent as hypothesizing the incident was likely a ransomware case and asking whether the frequent incidents affecting renewable energy companies were mere coincidence.\(^ {247}\)

Examples of incidents affecting such companies include: one in which actors launched the LockBit ransomware on Danish wind turbine maker Vestas in November 2021; German wind farm operator Enercon facing disruptions connected to the Viasat hack; and the 31 March data breach of Spanish renewable energy company Iberdrola.

On 31 March, ACTI observed a post on the RAMP forum from the moniker “Jordan Conti,” who is associated with the Conti ransomware group. The author claims that the group is thriving, despite the disclosure of Conti source code and other materials in February 2022.\(^ {248}\) In the 31 March post, Jordan Conti boasts that Conti is as resilient as the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv, which Russian strategists had allegedly predicted would fall within two days of the invasion.\(^ {249}\) Jordan Conti’s mocking of Russia’s military effort appears to contrast with the Conti group’s vow of support for Russia. Furthermore, the threat actor could risk jail time for questioning official
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Russian messaging on the Ukraine war. This suggests Jordan Conti is not physically in Russia or that someone else is using the Jordan Conti account.

On 5 April, in further Conti activity, the ransomware’s leak site featured data from Panasonic Canada, according to Twitter user and information security enthusiast Soufiane Tahiri (@S0ufi4n3). It is unclear whether this choice of target was at all related to Canada’s involvement in anti-Russian sanctions.

On 3 April, Australia passed cybersecurity legislation for critical infrastructure. It empowers the government to impose enhanced obligations on “systems of national significance,” including requiring critical infrastructure operators to “install software that reports system information back to the Australian Signals Directorate”.

On 4 April, social media accounts posted screenshots in which the Stormous ransomware group issued an implied warning to French President Emmanuel Macron on the eve of France’s 9 April presidential election. Stormous wrote: “A French president interferes in the affairs of the state and does not interfere in the affairs of his country!!” Stormous then warned they “may include France in our very goals....,” implying the group might unleash cyber attacks on France. As ACTI noted in the March 10 Global Incident Report, Stormous, an Arabic-speaking group, had declared support for Russia and claimed support for breaches against Ukrainian entities and a US military contractor.

In a 5 April tweet, Blue Hornet | AgainstTheWest announced plans to target Stormous. The tweet read, “For reference, this is the list we’re going down in order” and included a screenshot with a list in the following order: APT29; Killnet Owner; Salisbury Novichok GRU; Stormous; Conti. The only non-cyber entity on the list is the penultimate one; it refers to the Russian military intelligence agents who attempted to assassinate a former Russian intelligence agent in Salisbury, England, using the poison Novichok.

On 5 April, a report by industrial cybersecurity company Dragos assessed threats to European industrial infrastructure. Dragos reported that criminals or other adversaries motivated by regional tensions could carry out operations affecting industrial operations. “Particularly of concern are geographically dispersed industrial operations such as renewable electric generation, electric transmission, upstream and midstream oil and gas, water and wastewater management, etc.” The report noted that ransomware also remained a threat, particularly to small- and medium-sized manufacturing entities. Nevertheless, “Dragos assesses with moderate confidence Europe is at low risk for widespread industrial infrastructure-targeted destruction and disruption campaigns.... due to the deterrence posed by potential political and economic impact.” Despite this overall moderate assessment of risks, Dragos did point out that “key regasification plants such as those located in Rotterdam, present a target for adversaries looking to disrupt the flow of Oil & Natural Gas (ONG) energy into Europe”. This aligns with Dragos’ previous warning...
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about Russian probing of Texas LNG exporters who are helping global customers reduce reliance on Russian energy supplies (as noted earlier in this report). At least six oil terminals in the Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp refining hub experienced difficulty in cargo loading and unloading after an ALPHV (a.k.a. BlackCat) ransomware attack at the end of January 2022.256

On 6 April, the US DOJ announced it had disrupted the global botnet that the Russian military threat group SANDFISH controlled. The DOJ said it had copied and removed Cyclops Blink malware from the botnet’s command-and-control devices. The DOJ warned owners of infected WatchGuard and Asus devices that had made up the botnet that they “may remain vulnerable to Sandworm” and should still take the detection and remediation steps WatchGuard and Asus had recommended.257

**Analytical Notes**

**Russian Internet Isolation**

The aftermath of the invasion has seen an abrupt move toward the isolation of Russian cyberspace. This has originated partly from the outside: several countries have banned Russia from the SWIFT international payments messaging network; tech platforms have discontinued service to Russia; Internet backbone providers Cogent and Lumen withdrew from Russia; and the London Internet Exchange (LINX) announced it would stop routing for Russia’s largest digital services provider Rostelecom and Russian mobile provider MegaFon.258 However, on 3 March, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) rejected Ukraine’s request to revoke Russia’s top-level domains and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certifications, a move that would have effectively blocked Russia from the Internet.259

The Russian government has itself enacted policies at home that increase Russia’s isolation from global information providers, imposing strict censorship policies and accelerating portions of Russia’s years-long program to build a self-sufficient Russian Internet segment that can operate in isolation from the global Internet. The ACTI report “Russian Internet Isolation Scenarios Accelerate” explores this further.260 Still, Russian Internet isolation is less than expected so far, despite the withdrawal of Internet backbones Cogent and Lumen from Russia. On 11 March, Cisco’s Thousand Eyes reported: “Despite reports of Russia’s possible disconnection from the global Internet, connectivity continues as it has historically, with global transit providers exchanging traffic with major Russian internet service providers (ISPs) at locations outside of Russia.” However, Russian websites belonging to government and critical infrastructure entities have experienced “erratic” network conditions. This is likely due to ISPs blackholing traffic to combat DDoS attacks, and in some cases due to filtering of traffic coming from outside Russia.261 This is consistent with the measures required to implement the Sovereign Russian Internet program described elsewhere in this report.
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This situation may change since LINX’s announcement on 11 March that it would stop routing for Rostelecom and MegaFon.\(^{262}\)

However, on 14 March, Rostelecom claimed the Russian Internet "has reserves and alternative routes for traffic exchange with foreign sites," according to a DataCenterDynamics article. The report added: “Mobile phone operator MegaFon said that traffic going through LINX had already decreased significantly over the last few years, adding that it ‘already planned to end our cooperation with this organization in 2022 and began a systematic redistribution of traffic.’\(^{263}\) ACTI is unaware of any independent verification of this claim.\(^{263}\) Back on March 11, Brian Krebs cited Kentik connectivity researcher Doug Madory as saying “If the other major European exchanges followed suit, it could be really problematic for Russian connectivity,” suggesting that the LINX cutoff on its own might not be a devastating blow unless it starts a trend.\(^{264}\)

Russia’s isolation has led to a concession on one aspect of the country’s political crackdown. On 15 March, media reported that the exodus of Western cloud providers from Russia has left that country with only two months’ worth of data storage left. To ease this impending issue, Russia’s Digital Ministry reportedly suspended a quota for storage capacity that telecommunications operators must set aside for surveillance purposes.\(^{265}\)

Illustrating the increasingly authoritarian political environment and the challenges Russia faces in developing its own systems to replace international financial infrastructure is the story of the plastic credit card shortage. On 16 March, Russia-based Tinkoff Bank fielded many customer questions on Twitter about how to obtain an MIR, a Russian national payment card. Tinkoff tweeted: “We are not currently issuing plastic MIR cards, because we ran out of plastic.” However, on 17 March, they corrected themselves: “Sorry, we were mistaken in our response. We issued, issue, and will issue MIR plastic cards; we have enough resources to provide cards for everyone who wants one”.\(^{266}\) This wording is a subtle political comment likening current events to the repressive Soviet era; the wording resembles a famous Soviet slogan: “Lenin lived; Lenin lives; Lenin will live.” Sberbank has also cited reports of a plastic shortage, calling them “fake,” but has acknowledged likely delays in the delivery of the plastic cards.\(^{267}\)

On 17 March, Russia’s Digital Ministry announced it would help banks filter traffic from abroad to mitigate a recent wave of DDoS attacks.\(^{268}\) Like the TLS certificates the Russian government has offered for free to organizations, ACTI assesses this filtering will provide the Russian government opportunities for greater surveillance and control of internet traffic in Russia, along the lines of the country’s “sovereign internet” efforts. On 18 March, ZDNet pointed out that only Russia’s Yandex browser and Atom products trust the TLS certificates the Russian government is providing.\(^{269}\)

On 17 March, the Internet Protection Society, a Russian internet-freedom advocacy group, posted a video on what to do in case Russia’s government shuts down the country’s internet from within.\(^{270}\) Group-I\-B tweeted that if Russian providers enact the deep packet inspection that the 2019 sovereign internet law mandated, they will be able
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to block the internet protocols that VPNs use. Users can circumvent the blockages but will experience slow and unstable service by doing so.\textsuperscript{271}

On 18 March, data-storage-focused news source Blocks&Files analyzed the Russian cloud storage shortage.\textsuperscript{272} Citing a report on Russian newspaper Kommersant, Blocks&Files points out that: a computing power shortage could hinder Russian government operations; Chinese suppliers have put deliveries on hold due to sanctions; and the Russian Ministry of Digital Transformation was exploring emergency solutions such as taking over IT assets of companies that had left Russia. The report notes that Russia had a mere 170 datacenters, eight network fabrics (sets of interconnected network devices), and 267 communications providers. Blocks&Files noted that Chinese provider Alibaba cloud, Amazon Web Services, Google, and Azure do not have Russia-based data centers, although the latter three might provide some services to legacy customers. The options for resolving this shortage that the Russian government has explored, such as confiscations of foreign assets, may not fully satisfy Russia’s data storage needs.

On 19 March, the Head of the Russian Space Agency said the US might try to cut Russia off from the GPS but noted that Russia’s GLONASS navigation system, which smartphones are equipped to run, could take up the slack.\textsuperscript{273}

On 28 March, Bleeping Computer reported that a Russian business association had warned that sanctions-induced shortages of telecommunications equipment could cause internet service outages as early as the summer of 2022. The association also warned that the high-tech industry could lose up to 30 percent of IT specialists in the coming months.\textsuperscript{274}

Low Levels of Sophisticated Russian State Threat Activity Explained

ACTI and other analysts have admitted surprise at the relatively low level of disruptive and destructive cyber activity that Russian state and criminal threat actors have unleashed, as of 15 March 2022, as part of the invasion of Ukraine and following the imposition of sanctions on Russia.\textsuperscript{275}

Likely hypothesis analysts have identified for this shortfall include the following:

- Strategic restraint, as Russian planners may have refrained from destroying communications infrastructure they want to use and take over.
- Defense improvements and resilience in both Ukraine and other countries that could be cyber targets in this crisis.
- Russian operations that have not yet become public.

\textsuperscript{271}https://twitter.com/GroupIB/status/1504414698890822148
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Russian preparations laying the groundwork for new operations.

Turmoil in cyber criminal circles (ACTI has observed Russian and Ukrainian underground community members facing off against each other on ideological grounds).

Officials' explanations for the low levels of sophisticated Russian-state threat activity cite improved Ukrainian preparation; these explanations follow:

**US Official’s Assessment:** On 8 March, at the US House of Representatives’ Intelligence Committee’s annual hearing on worldwide threats, National Security Agency director Paul Nakasone told the committee that the US has observed “three or four” Russian cyber attacks on Ukraine. Asked why the world has not seen more attacks, Nakasone cited “I think that’s obviously some of the work that the Ukrainians have done, some of the challenges that the Russians have encountered and some of the work that others have been able to prevent their actions.”

- On 9 March, the Financial Times enumerated US government efforts since October 2021 to harden Ukrainian cyber networks against an expected Russian offensive. For example, US experts reportedly found wiperware on the networks of Ukrainian Railways and were able to remediate it, allowing Ukrainians to escape to safety via rail. Similar malware had remained undetected in the networks of Ukraine’s border police, likely contributing to computer failures at one border crossing in early March. The US government has also called on private companies to help: following the 23 February DDoS attacks against Ukrainian government entities, US officials rapidly approved and funded the installation of Fortinet software on Ukrainian police servers.

**Ukrainian Official’s Assessment:** On 16 March, Viktor Zhora, head of Ukraine’s cybersecurity service, said that since the start of Russia’s invasion there have not been “sophisticated cyberattacks against Ukraine’s vital information infrastructure”. He noted there have been no attacks similar to WhisperGate or previous cyber attacks on Ukraine’s energy grid, or similar to NotPetya attacks. He attributed this to three factors:

- Russian hackers previously spent a lot of time preparing for such attacks; now they lack the time to do so.
- Russia does not need to use cyber attacks for this purpose as it is already engaged in open war with Ukraine and can therefore use other means of attack, presumably referring to kinetic weapons.
- The potential of Russia’s hackers has probably been “somewhat overestimated” and that, while risks still exist, Ukraine has “become much stronger lately.”

Other assessments about this low-level activity include the following:

---
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24 February Disruption More Severe Than Initially Known: As of 15 March, information is coming to light about the extent of disruptive operations against Ukrainian communications that occurred on 24 February, the day of the Russian invasion. The disruption of the KA-SAT satellite Internet provider, as mentioned above, caused a "huge loss" to Ukrainian communications and disrupted Internet service for tens of thousands of European customers for weeks at least. Furthermore, major Ukrainian telecommunications provider Triolan admitted that it too had experienced a disruption on 24 February. If additional incidents from 24 February come to light and are attributed to Russia, analysts may revise their view of a relative lack of Russian cyber threat activity.

Cyber Threat Activity for Psychological Effect: Despite the relatively low level of disruptive cyber threat activity, much more central to the crisis has been cyber-enabled information operations to “hack minds” and control the information space by demoralizing enemy fighters and populations, hindering communications among political and military leaders, and influencing adversary decision-making. This psychological emphasis helps explain the different intensities and types of attacks that occurred at different stages:

Deterrence: In the weeks before the invasion, a suspected Russian state-backed attack disrupted Canada’s foreign ministry, and Russian-origin criminal ransomware paralyzed fuel distribution and port infrastructure in Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands. ACTI assesses that both had the effect of illustrating the vulnerability of NATO’s infrastructure and the likely consequences of harsh sanctions against Russia. However, they have failed to prevent countries from unifying behind harsh anti-Russian sanctions.

Justification: In the days before the invasion, as the US government predicted, the Russian government used cyber-enabled disinformation to create a pretext for the invasion and justify it in the eyes of domestic Russian and global opinion. They have succeeded in convincing the Russian population but have not influenced global public opinion.

Communications Disruption: On the day of the invasion, the Viasat outage likely pursued the goal of disabling the Ukrainian military assets that use its satellite communications. ACTI is unaware of evidence indicating whether the Viasat attack has hindered Ukrainian military communications.

Demoralization: After the attack began, some of the most immediate threat activities have included using stolen identities and personal information to craft disinformation campaigns that demoralize Ukrainians, Poles, and others in the region and reduce their will to fight Russia.

Degradation Operation: The current conflict also leads to another form of psychological damage resembling a “degradation operation” to frustrate defenders,
with “discord, confusion, and fatigue” amounting to what researcher Alex Orleans has called “death by a thousand cuts”.

What To Expect

If state-dominated actors and pro-Russian cyber criminal actors recover from initial setbacks and turmoil and reckon with the changed landscape of the conflict, and complete the prepositioning campaigns currently underway, they will likely take advantage of the defender community’s burnout and will renew attacks when these will have the greatest psychological effect. In ACTI’s assessment, events and circumstances that could trigger renewed Russian state-associated cyber threat activity could include the following:

- Moments of decision such as elections, sanctions discussions, and court cases
- High-profile events from which countries have excluded Russia, such as the World Cup qualifying matches through 24 March and the World Figure Skating Championships, scheduled for 21 to 27 March in France.
- Advances in the development of alternative energy or other moves that could reduce Russia’s fossil fuel revenue. Symbolic dates, such as the anniversary of victory over Germany in World War II. Russia celebrates this holiday on 9 May.

This assessment may evolve as ACTI continues to analyze ongoing developments.

Related Threat Groups andCapabilities

Several threat groups aligned with Russian interests are active against Ukraine and Eastern European targets. Notably, some groups do carry out destructive attacks, primarily against Eastern Europe critical infrastructure. Although these groups are highly regimented in their missions and target sets, the spillover from these events could affect organizations outside of their traditional target sets, as seen with the NotPetya attacks in 2017, the fallout of which was partly due to the potency of ShadowBroker exploits that facilitated an extremely wormable wiper campaign. (Here “wormable” refers to malware that can potentially spread in an automatic, self-sustaining way.) Russia-sympathetic cyber crime operators and the presence of cyber crime operations in Ukraine present additional opportunities for criminal actors to be involved in threat activity.

Primary Russian-based Threat Groups

Accenture Cyber Threat Intelligence (ACTI) assesses the following groups are most active within Ukraine and Eastern Europe:

- **SANDFISH (a.k.a. Sandworm, TeleBots, Quedagh, BlackEnergy, Voodoo Bear, TEMP.Noble, GreyEnergy):** This threat group has carried out a wide variety of attacks, targeting political entities, the press, and critical infrastructure. These
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attacks include the 2015 and 2016 blackouts in Ukraine and the June 2017 NotPetya pseudo-ransomware campaign.

**WINTERFLOUNDER (a.k.a. Gamaredon Group, Calisto Group, Dancing Salome):** ACTI has traced this group’s activity back to 2013 when the group’s social engineering campaigns targeted the Ukrainian government, military, and law enforcement agencies. These campaigns continued through 2014 and 2015, reaching peaks during the heaviest fighting between Ukrainian national forces and pro-Russian separatists. In fact, many decoy documents dropped by WINTERFLOUNDER campaigns leveraged related topics, such as Ukraine and Russia casualty reports, troop movements, etc. More-recent targeting by WINTERFLOUNDER suggests Ukrainian collection is still a priority. However, ACTI has also observed additional targeting to include other nations in Eastern Europe, suggesting WINTERFLOUNDER’s scope may widen as tensions increase.

**WALLEYE (a.k.a. Zebrocy, Earworm):** Based on its victims since as early as 2018, WALLEYE’s traditional intelligence mission focuses on gathering intelligence against state institutions, security bodies, and military industries in Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and South and Central Asia. While WALLEYE may sometimes share infrastructure with other Russia-based groups, WALLEYE’s toolset and targeting remains distinct. In fact, unlike other Russia-based groups, there is little known WALLEYE targeting of Western European or North American countries, which is likely due to WALLEYE’s mission, which appears to be aligned with that of a different part of a military and security establishment than, for example, SNAKEMACKEREL’s (a.k.a. APT28, Swallowtail, Sofacy, Fancy Bear) mission.

Ukrainian authorities have attributed activity described in this report to the following groups:

- UAC-0056 (a.k.a. TA471, UNC2589, SaintBear, Lorec53)
- DEV-0586, the group that carried out the WhisperGate attacks in January
- UAC-0020 (a.k.a. Vermin), associated with the “so-called security agencies of the so-called LNR [the separatist Luhansk ‘republic’],” according to CERT-UA (https://cert.gov.ua/article/37815)
- InvisiMole (https://cert.gov.ua/article/37829), which ACTI assesses is linked with hacker group WINTERFLOUNDER (a.k.a. Gamaredon)
- UNC1151, the Belarusian/Russian group behind the Ghostwriter campaigns
- UAC-0026, which researchers have linked with a Chinese-speaking group called Scarab.

ACTI assesses the following groups are most active in targeting critical infrastructure:

**BLACK GHOST KNIFEFISH (a.k.a. Dragonfly, Berserk Bear, Energetic Bear):** This group, which the US government has linked to the Russian government, is known for targeting energy entities in multiple countries. In March 2018, the US Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS’) CISA wrote that “Russian government cyber actors”
had “gained remote access into energy sector networks” and accessed a human machine interface. An April 2018 US and UK government alert warned of additional BLACK GHOST KNIFE FISH targeting of network infrastructure devices (such as routers, switches, firewalls, and network intrusion detection systems) enabled with the generic routing encapsulation protocol, Cisco Smart Install feature, or simple network management protocol. The threat actors conducted man-in-the-middle attacks for espionage, to steal intellectual property, and potentially to prepare for future disruptive or destructive activity.

Signs of cooperation exist between BLACK GHOST KNIFE FISH and BELUGASTURGEON (a.k.a. Turla), according to US and UK officials. BELUGASTURGEON’s targets are mostly political entities but have included the Armenian natural resources ministry. UK and US officials have alleged that the threat group has carried out false-flag operations framing Iranian threat actors.

ZANDER: This group carried out the August 2017 Triton malware attack on the operational technology (OT) systems of a refinery in Saudi Arabia, which, if it had been successful, could have endangered human lives. The US government has linked ZANDER to the Central Research Institute for Chemistry and Mechanics (TsNIKhM) under Russia’s Defense Ministry. ZANDER has also searched for remote login portals and vulnerabilities in the networks of at least 20 targets in electricity generation, transmission, and distribution systems in the US and elsewhere.

Pseudo- and Hybrid Ransomware: The WhisperGate campaign this report describes below appears to be pseudo-ransomware its developers created with purely disruptive rather than money-making intentions. ACTI assesses that some ransomware criminals may choose targets and timing that align with Russian state priorities due to patriotic motives, law enforcement pressure to cooperate, or hope to avoid punishment through patriotic gestures. The US Department of the Treasury has stated that HighRollers (a.k.a. Evil Corp) boss Maksim Yakubets has worked for the FSB. WIRED, citing leaked private chats, alleged that TrickBot and Conti ransomware operators have at times received targeting guidance from members of JACKMACKEREL (a.k.a. Cozy Bear), a group the US has linked to Russia’s Foreign Intelligence Service. Additionally, a half-dozen suspected REvil ransomware operators and at least one suspect in the Colonial Pipeline attack have been in Russian custody since mid-January, according to reports. ACTI assesses that Russian law enforcement has sometimes used the threat of law enforcement action to compel criminals to cooperate in state-directed threat activity in the past.

Mitigations
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To mitigate the risk of potential cyber threats stemming from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, Accenture’s Cyber Investigation and Forensics Response (CIFR) team suggests the following high-priority tactical mitigations and secondary strategic mitigations. Following these are suggested urgent measures organizations can take in the case of a crisis:

**High-priority Tactical Mitigations**

Patching externally facing infrastructure (virtual private network appliances, firewalls, web servers, load balancers, etc.) to the latest supported vendor releases, as threat actors often exploit vulnerabilities in externally facing infrastructure to gain initial access to an environment.

- Auditing domain controllers to log successful Kerberos TGS (ticket-granting service) requests and monitoring such events for anomalous activity.
- Having an adequate incidence response (IR) retainer in place to provide necessary surge support and domain-level IR expertise in the event of an incident.
- Treating malware detections for Cobalt Strike and webshells with high priority, as an attacker could use them for lateral movement and persistence.
- Testing and conducting backup procedures on a frequent, regular basis and isolating backups from network connections that could enable malware spreading.

**Secondary Strategic Mitigations**

To mitigate the threat of cyber threats stemming from hostilities between Russia and Ukraine, CIFR treating the following mitigation suggestions with a strategic mindset:

- Monitoring service accounts and administrator accounts for signs of credential misuse and abuse, especially for accounts that should not have interactive logon rights.
- Monitoring installation of file transfer tools such as FileZilla and rclone as well as the processes associated with compression or archival tools.
- Creating, maintaining, and periodically exercising a cyber incident response and continuity of operations plan.
- Identifying a resilience plan that addresses how to operate, given a loss of access to or control of an information technology (IT) and/or operational technology (OT) environment.
- Implementing network segmentation between IT and OT networks, where appropriate.
- Implementing effective credential and password policies, rejecting weak passwords, or enforcing strong password rules.
- Implementing strong encryption procedures to prevent threat actors from accessing sensitive data.
- Implementing email anomaly detection systems to detect spear-phishing links.
Government- and Vendor-provided Mitigations

In addition to CIFR’s secondary strategic mitigations, ACTI suggests that organizations consult relevant government alerts for guidance; for the US, these include the following:

- Patching the vulnerabilities that Cisco Talos has assessed as most likely for threat actors to exploit (https://blog.talosintelligence.com/2022/03/ukraine-update.html).

ACTI suggests that organizations consider the mitigations that CISA and the FBI recommended in a 22 March 2022 stakeholder phone call. CISA and the FBI provided some of these with the US specifically in mind, but they are applicable to organizations in other countries as well; they are:

- Actively hunt for any indications of Russian state-sponsored tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs), using the abovementioned 11 January 2022 CISA document for reference.
- Know your network and any connectivity you have in Russia and surrounding territories.
- Mitigate public-facing vulnerabilities, particularly actively exploited ones, referring to CISA’s Known Exploited Vulnerabilities catalog (https://www.cisa.gov/known-exploited-vulnerabilities-catalog) for guidance.
- Secure credentials.
- For organizations with OT or ICS, take note of any unexpected behavior such as reboots.
- Refer to the US alert on SatCom threats (https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa22-076a) if satellite communication networks are in use.
- Take steps possible to maximize resilience.
- Dust off and exercise incident response plans, designate a crisis response team, ensure key personnel, test backups, test manual controls. Make sure your plans include contact information for the FBI and CISA and that you know in advance whom you would hire for incident response and legal services.
- Call the FBI field office quickly if you see social media posts indicating disinformation.
- Report to CISA or local FBI offices any anomalous activity even if it appears to be mundane or routine scanning.

Crisis Recommendations for Cybersecurity Leadership
Immediate
CIFR suggests that immediately after an incident, cybersecurity leadership:

- Review all escalation lists, contact information, and plans, and distribute hard copies of those plans to critical delivery teams.
- Review plans and playbooks for disruptive/destructive attacks.
- Ensure that an out-of-band communications capability is in place and practiced, especially for clients of cloud-delivered mail and domain services.
- Communicate workforce safety measures.
- Communicate the need for heightened awareness and vigilance for new attacks and inbound threats, including phishing campaigns and attacks against potential external vulnerabilities. Scrutinize events and infrastructure, including administrative actions, and search for:
  - Known bad indicator (e.g., an attack will most likely not originate from a Russian or even foreign IP address).
  - Anomalous behavior (e.g., hosts acting out of the norm but not necessarily demonstrating malicious and/or odd administrative activity).
  - Suspicious activity (e.g., with respect to users or administrators).
- Identify critical supply chain vendors.

Week One
CIFR suggests that within the first week after an incident, cybersecurity leadership:

- Communicate to cybersecurity delivery leads the need to review current telemetry (hunt) for potentially missed IOCs related to Russian threat actors.
- Build a critical threats watchlist for known tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) and ATT&CK model vectors.
- Review and prioritize BC/DR critical-asset lists to support potential response efforts.
- Review IT/OT cybersecurity vision completeness.
- Review availability of current staffing and delivery team to ensure capacity for major disruptions. Maintain IR teams with relevant IT and/or OT capabilities. In the event of suspicious activity or an attack, it is crucial to have the following types of third parties on standby:
  - One or more threat intelligence partners to receive bulletins and updates and validate findings.
  - One or more IR partner(s) to handle surge capacity in the event of an attack or to validate security operations center findings.
- Communicate workforce safety measures.
- Contact critical supply chain vendors to ensure both awareness and review of "ideal versus actual" process efficacy (e.g., use of multi-factor authentication and VPNs, and insider threat mitigations).
Long-term
In the long-term after an incident, CIFR suggests that to better mitigate future incidents, cybersecurity leadership practice recovery plans for all areas of the business, ensuring:

- Administrators have secured immutable backups offline.
- Restoration bandwidth can support domain-wide impacts.
- Awareness of potential physical impacts.
- Review of IT/OT response plans for currency and completeness and ensure that staffing and controls are sufficient to address known Russian TTPs and relevant industry threats.
- The right parties have access to multiple threat intelligence sources and relevant leadership and technical ingestion capabilities exist.
- Close monitoring of social media, news outlets, and threat intelligence partner bulletins for advance warnings of attacks.

Crisis Recommendations for Cybersecurity Operations and Delivery Teams

Immediate
CIFR suggests that immediately after an incident, cybersecurity operations and delivery teams:

- Print and distribute IR planning and contact information.
- Review delivery team staffing and availability.
- Ensure retro-hunting of all published IOCs or, at minimum, six months back-to help determine that there are no active threats.
- Increase escalation points of contact to ensure timely and comprehensive understanding of suspected or detected malicious events.
- Validate knowledge, labeling, and cataloging of the enterprise's high-value assets for heightened monitoring.
- Communicate preparedness plans upward to C-suite and other executives.

Week One
CIFR suggests that within the first week after an incident, cybersecurity operations and delivery teams:

- Review published TTPs and validate that existing controls can detect them.
- Initiate critical resource backups and configuration preservation, if not current, and ensure critical systems are ready for restoration.
- Review/renew peer and law enforcement intelligence and notification relationships to support information sharing.
Long-term
In the long-term after an incident, CIFR suggests that to better mitigate future incidents, cybersecurity operations and delivery teams practice recovery plans for all areas of the business, ensuring:

▌ Close identification of detection gaps.
▌ Alignment of security controls and content development to proactive threat intelligence sources.
▌ Completely offline storage of critical information and contacts (email addresses and phone numbers) necessary to use in a crisis, as threat actors could target these contacts to complicate response efforts if such contact information is accessible online.
▌ Practice of two scenarios—internet down and destructive attacks—that would involve changing or wiping out critical data.
▌ Close partnerships with physical security teams.
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